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VOL. 3-NO. 38

Blacks . Feel
Al,ren's Reply
'Encouraging'

Blacks Address Rally

I

(In several interviews with Ralph l'doore for Youth
Magazine last November, Omar Sharif spoke on his role
as Dr. Ernesto "Che" Guevara iu the upcoming 20th Cen•
tury-Fox film "Che." Here is that interview:)

RM: MR. SHARIF, -wh:t ;,d*really like to talk about
is_the way you feel about the character, Che, as you put

j

I

By JO~ THOMPSON
Staff .Writer

"correct the m·aJignantly racist nature of this institution."
The demands were:
USF's Afro-American Socie1. Increase Black student
·ty said last Friday t hat they
✓enrollment to at least 10 per
are "somewhat encouraged"
cent of total enrollment.
.by Pres. John S. Allen's reply
2. Initiate an autonomous
to demands for a black
Black Studies Department.
studies department they put
3. Increase the number of
to the University earlier last
Black counselors, administraweek.
, tors and professors in areas
In ~ asse~bly c~ed by -- outside of Black studies. ·
the ~:iety !rlday o~tSrd~ th e
4. Establish a separate
Administration bu 11 d 1,n g,
\
. ·
.
.
-t
Id
Black
Frank_ B1ggms o near1y 200 fund scholarship and loan
students, "I think th at it is
.;;. ·Increase Black Adminis~mewhat encouraging, but it
trators 1 counselors and in·does not . give us everything
structors in the High School
we want, or that we deserve
Equivalency Program (HEP)
or that all of us as students and the
Upward Bound Prodeserve," h~ said after read- gram
to_ at least sixty per
in Allen's letter. ~
cent of the staff.
IN HIS three-page letter,
6. Firmly establish in writaddressed to Larry Adderly,
ing, the fact that HEP and
president of Afro-Americans,
Upwat d Bound students will
Allen wrote, "We have been
be governed by the same reginterested in and sought · to
ulations as all other resident
give assistance to the disadUniversity of South Florida
vantaged and to enable as
students.
many as possible to benefit
from our academic proLAST THURSDAY, changrams."
cellar qf the state University
He concluded, "Neither the System, Robert B. Mautz, told
faculty nor I have the final the Tampa Tribune, "The
approval authority on some quote :.... demands - unquote
types of specific proposals (of the Afro-Americans) you and your associates may should be treated as requests
expect to result from your and giyen normal considerapetitipn. Its consideration will tions.
be enhanced by your underThe request is to the Unistanding and cooperation."
versity and the University has
The demands were present- to make judgments and fored . to the A~sf:ratiqn ¥ay, w~ any Jfropos1 actions to
19 • as recommendations to us for a"pproval.

Sharif Discusses
His Own Role 1
Movie
-1
t\l

I'

together the part?
OS: WELL, I THINK we did better than the script
really. I have enormous admiration for the man Che Gue- .
vara. His self-sacrifjce for an ideal is a great thing. To go
all the way like that, I think, is just unbelievable. And
when any man gives up all that he's given up and
goes to die in some miserable place fighting overwhelming odds, just because he believes in something, he's got '
to be someone truly important .
t
What he fought for? - I believe in that, too. But I
don't know if it was the right way to fight for it. I think
that he didn't think it was the right way either. There was
no other way, and rather than have to sit back and
wait, talk, which ,yi!J not get you anywhere, not in Latin
America, well you have to do something triumphant. He
succeeded in Cuba and thought he had a slight chance in
Bolivia. I don't think he fancied 'his chances very much in
Bolivia. But it was what he believed· in and he went
ahead.
M
·RM: WHAT DO YOU mean when you say that he
might have thought it was the wro.ng.way1.
OS: THAT IT WAS pointless, useless. I don't think
that .he believed that eventually, in fos· lifetime, or even
in the lifetime of two or three generations after him, he
would achieve his ultimate goal. His ultimate goal was
really the new man on the whole planet - all the earth,
not just in Latin America. But it's a phil<lsopher's dream,
n.ot the practical man's dream.
RM: you· DON'T SEE him as a practical man?
· OS: WELL, I THINK that he was a practical man
with a great philosophy. Being a practical man he knew
what he wanted to achieve was not possible, not really.
But some people cannot just sit and do nothing about
what they believe in.
The people who are against him are people who believe he was too violent, that lots of lives were uselessly
destroyed, and that may be true. But what's the other alternative? It's a very big question which is very difficult
to ·answer because we don't know if it's worth it or not.
We don't know if it's even going to happen - his dream
or not.

II

I

RM: DO YOU THINK that the Latin American situation requires armed struggles?
OS: I THINK IT requires education - that is what
might do it in the long run. But it's difficult. They are at
the moment a very violent lot in Latin America. We all
tend to be violent people under such conditions. And it's
difficult to just talk to people to convince them of anything, to be rational with them. Much more educaion is
needed for us to get anywhere.RM: WELL, 'WHAT message do you hope the
film will give the American public about Che?
OS: THERE IS no message in the film, I don't think.
There is a slight, obvious message; which is the mere
fact that Che's life was a failure. That is a kind of message. He achieved nothing, realJy, except by his death,
because he was martyred afterwards. But I don't see any
other message. I just see a happening.
Here's what happened to this man : he lived, he did
this and that, he died. What comes out of it now is that a
lot of young people are carrying his picture, the American revolution maybe. All the serious students take Che
-Guevara as a part of their revolution, and all these anti•
esta:blishment people are taking part in the American revolution that's going on right now. So his ·example becomes another part of al! the messages that have come
out of all of history up 'til now.
RM: DOES IT WORRY you personally -to see members of the new generation around the world using Che as
a symbol?
Please_see SHARIF, Pa,ge 9.

Coe's Case In
Criminal Court
' Roger Coe, student government senator currently free
on $2,000 bail after being
charged with possession of
stolen USF property by the
Hillsborough County Sheriff's
Pepartment, was bound over
-for trial in the Criminal Cour t
of Records at his preliminary
-h earing Thursday.
' Judge Arden M e r ck I e,
heard the State's case.

MAY 28, 1969

He replaced Judge Marion
Hendry, currently under indictment by the Hillsborough
County Grand Jury for charges stel}lming from an alleged
hit-and-run accident.
No arraignment date has
been set for Coe.
·
Coe said he was quite encouraged by the testimony at
the hearing and very optimis~ic about eventual vindication.

"The fact they (the AfroAmerican Society) label them
demands doesn't give them
any more certainty of realiza- .
tion."
The meeting Friday resembled a rally held by the
Afro-Americans last Wednesday on.Crescent Hill, at which
the Society informed nearly
300 students of their, demands.
At that rally the Black students hit at piecemeal "token•ism" they said was directed
at only appeasing the Black
man.
They expressed concern
that there is a Cuban scholarship ·fund at USF and not one
for Blacks. "We've been here
for 300 years and the Cubans
have been here since 1960,"
Frank Biggins said.
Otha Favors, who read the
demands at that meeting, said ·
, "I think we've danced long
enough. I think it's time we
got down to more important
issues."
Dr. Russell M. Cooper, dean
of the College of Liberal Arts,
announced last week that the
Liberal Arts Council is working towards establishing a
bachelors program in Afro• American studies, The council
voted to offer a major in
Afro-American studies May

The -Sun Also ·Rises
As the sun begins to set on another quarter,
USF coed Deborah Fabbri pauses t-0 think'
about the summer months ahead and the

_fun that will be provided by Florida's beau·
tiful sand beaches.
. Ph_
olo by Wiley !roolcs

SG Endorses
Afro-Americans'
Studies · Reque st
\

18.

A delegation from the AfroAmerican Society met with
.the council yes erda_y t o di cuss the proposed progran1._

By HILDA LOUGH
StaHWrlter

(SG) legislature passed legis- about it. President Allen, the
lation last Thurdsay pledging · deans; the state legi$ture."
..full .__support to the AfroMEMBERS OF ,· the· AfroThe Student
American Society in realizing ·_ ~eric::an Society were presthe demands which !hey . pre: ent at the meeting anil were
sented to USF John S-. Allen asked to speak -and answer
May 19.
questions. Herbert WunderThe resolution was one of
lich, vice-president of Student
series concerning black stu- Affairs then addressed the
dents at USF. A second reso- legislators and read President
lution requested that the Ad- Allen's response to the Afro.
ministration · recognize tlie American Society's demands.
Afro-American Society " as the
Allen's letter mentione·il
negotiating- body .for the ma- t ~ a t an inter-disciplinary
jority of the black -students." major in Afro-Ameri~an_.
By RICARDO PLANAS
serious objections to . takiP1g heads instructing custodial
' ,
studies contributing to. a B.:A.
Staff Writer
things from the door, "but this personnel that alJ unauthor: ·A ·MOTION to_· appropriate _ degree had _been proposed by
$3,000-$5,000 . from the Student the College of Liberal Arts
Several professors at USF business of coming into of- ized posted signs be taken
Activities budget to initiate a 'and must be approved by the
have issued a complaint to the fices is reprehensible," he down.
black scholarship program Senate.
University chapter of the added. "I am bemused by all
""
Charles W. Butler, director
was also passeq. Following
American Association of Uni- this, and yet it's fruS trating of Physical Operations, said
Wu!lderlich commented that
because you don't know who "we deal with department
much discussion, the 1969-70 the letter expressed "neither
versity Professors -(AAUP), to complain to," he said.
,
budget was tabled for a week advocacy for or advocacy
heads
and
it
is
up
to
them
to
that their offices were "raided" by c_ustodial personnel
The issue of not allowing -telJ the faculty of these reguwhile the Ad Hoc Finance against the demands" . but
last week.
Committee considers the feasi- added that the demands had
"nonstandard" signs to be lations."
posted on walls and doors
, . - 1 ,.
,
.
biµty of the proposed ap- "brought about -a lot • of
Dr. T. W. Graham Solo, dates back to 1964 , when the
SOME OF THE professors
propriation.
thought ·and had been given a
mons, president of the chap- Committee on Space Use is- said that they did not receive
Charles Bosserman, . associ-: ' ,After the mot1'on nas·'sed,_SG
P
lot of attention by administrater, organized a committee sued a statement that such such statements.
ate ·professor · of American Pres . . Steve Anderson told the · tors and faculty."
headed by Dr. Charles W. Ar- •signs damage the woodwork
Butler said "our instruc- Idea, was , elected vice presi- _ ) egislators, "I firmly _ believe
nade, professor of American
d th b ildin
f
tions were that these signs
Idea, to investigate the action· an
e u
g sur aces.
were to be removed, not de- dent of, the USF _piapter of the _ , fi\at something musL be..(i9n~_ _
taken by Physical Plant OperBASED ON THE recom- stroyed and then placed on American Association ~of Uni-~ ' by us,, by · the University and'
v~rsity Professors (AAUP) by .the community to help the
On April 7 The Oracle an-·
ations.
mendations of the Physical the desks."
'. blacks,''_ but added that · the notince.d · the candidates for
DR. JAMES A. Gould, Plant Operations, the commitHe added that "there were last Wedn~sday;
.
-proposeli· appropriation . was : the,. "Tea'c~ing Excellence
chairman of the Philosophy tee issued two separate state- probably some areas in which
Other officers elected 1!-t the "mere tokenism, and I · don't Award" nominated by Gold_
Department, said · Monday ments wh~ch appeared in the these signs were torn or
,
_KE!,' am! Athenum Honor.Sod-_
"they have permanently dam- Sunscreen on April 18 and 25, ripped, but again, it is pretty AAUP annual business meet: like tokenism-."
Anderson contin~ed, "If you etY: ' However, Ctiarres· Ober·
aged a valuable print I had~ affirming a d~pision that difficult to take down these ing -are Joseph Della Grotte,
· are really seriol!s about -help- . meyer, - lecturer, American
my office
"nonstandard" signs ·nor the signs after they have been
. and
h even schedule
assistant p_rofessor of History- · ing the blacks in this Univer- 'Idea, was .erroneously omitted
of off ice
ours were re- use of scotchtape or any adhe- posted for some time."
moved." He added, that the sive, tack or _nails should he
On the issue of "invasion of secretary, Richard ' Gagen, . sity, stop talking about $3,000 . from .the list.. . • .. _ , - . 1,
The recipient of , the: award
University "badly needs bulle- permitted on doors and walls private property" that some assistant professor of Sociolo- . or $5,000. We have to do much
tin board space where individ- surface." The Sunscreen is professors have complained gy ~ Executive Board mem- more. Start talking 'to the peo·- will be ·announced the "forthuals may put their things."
a bulletin of information re- about, Butler said custodians ,b er; and Mrs. . Margaret ple who can do something _comi~g- grad'\ratibn 'ce~mopy.
"I call it defoliation of prop- ceived by all faculty and have keys to · all faculty ofJ acob; lecturer, Languag·e - erty,'' said Dr. Robert C. staff.
fices for the purpose of clean·
O'Hare, assocate professor of
On May 19, a state"lent was ing the rooms which was what Literature - Executive Board:
_E_n_g_li_sh_._H
_e_d_oe_s_n_o_t_h_a_v_e_an
_::_y__s_e_n_
t_t_o_a_ll__a_d_m_i_ni_s_tr_a_ti_v_e__
th_e..:.y_w
_e_r_e_d_o_in...:g:.·_______m
_em
__b_e_r.________ _

PROFESSORS COMPLAIN

a

USF· Offices 'Raided'

*

Bosserman
EI ecte"d ..

·Au p 'VP
A

.

T,e_ac,hing· Award

at

B·,uS,•I ness
··· ~- C
· · ·~
: -'0 1-:1eg,
·

SG Plans Film On USF
The Student Government
(SG) has announced plans · to
sponsor and direct, in cooperation with WTVT, Channel 13,
a half hour movie documentary on USF.
The project will be headed
by Bill Humphries, SG secretary of public relations, and
will be handled through the
committee on Community Affairs composed of four USF
students; Darrell DiBona, Jim
E.orheig, Roland Rossello &
Ralph Golden. The movie will
be made and released during
Quarter IV.
·

SHOOTING .FOR THE film
will be done entirely on campus and many students will be
asked to participate during
shooting scenes. ,
Original plans called for

completion of the film by the
end of May and released during the first week of Jone.
But, technical p rob 1 e m s
caused the completion date to
be set back to mid-summer.

THE MOVIE'S PURPOSE,
said Humphries "is to improve the image of USF and
consequently the university
system as a whole, by presenting to the viewing public
an actual account of \~hat
does take place on a university campus today.
" We feel that the American
people have been saturated
for too long with the acc1mnts
of violence unleashed by a minority of students on individual campuses and have heard
little to nothing of the efforts
of the great majority of stu-

dents who are striving for better education and change.

"BUT NOT change through
violent means." The film will
give a running account of the
academic, social and political
structure at USF. It will be
entirely student oriented with
very little participation from
the administration or faculty.
-Stev~ Anderson, SG president, stated that "if this first
film is · successful, we ,plan to
initiate a series of such documentaries concerning our university. We hope to establish
USF as a leader across the
nation in this news documentary field . USF is, to our
knowledge, one of the first
universities to attempt such a
task. The most significant
, point in this whole project is

that it is to be directed, acted
and sponsored entirely by the
students themselves."
·
The film will be shown on a
Sunday at approximately 1:3(}
p.m. The exact date for release is not yet known.

It's Fast ·Day
Today is the Fast Day
for the Nigerian-Biafran
Food Drive sponsored by
the Circle K Club. The
club reminds those 2,000
individuals who pledged
their meals not to forget
their commitments.

Is Accredited~·- .;
USF's College , of Business .
has been accredited by the
American Association of Collegiate Schools . of Business
(AACSB). ·
The AABCS is recognized as
the ,offfcial and only accrediting agency for business administration colleges and universities.
ROBERT D. TUCKER, associate professor of finance,
said the awq.rd puts USF on
the same plane as 140 other
recognized
undergraduate
schools , of business. Only 20
per ceht of the · some 600-700
schools of business administration receive the award.
Tucker said the recognition
woulµ ·m ake "a 'degree in business administration from USF
a marketable document."
Tucker also said re~ognition
of our undergraduate school

would be a big: help in upgrading the graduate _. school of .
business: also obtain - recogm-tion ·some."day. _
.
USF "IS one of the youngest
institutions · to receive the
award. _:: ."
Recognized
institutions
must meet high standards .of .academic quality. USF was
judged by a team of ,AACSB •
personnel who,, evaluated de- :
partments, "faculty members,
overall USF administration,
course offerings, "the business
core, testing, and students in
the college.
Tu~er attributed the recognition to the .efforts 6f Dean
Robert S. Cline, dean of the ·
college of . business -adminis- :
tration, departm~nf l,leads ·amJ .
their selection o( person~el, and highly instructive course ·
offerings.
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Summer Employment '
'Available·, fn ·T°'mpia

280-Page Aegean·
Distributed Today·
.

.

\

By EDWARD CONWAY

-,_ With.-OrcJer· Form
Copies ·of. the ~o-i,age i969

Correspon~ent

Students desiring summer
employment might do well to
look outside ·t he Tampa Bay
area Joseph M. Tomaino,
USF l)la~ement ~ervicei said
Monday.,
Tomaino spoke in the University Center to an audience
of about 30. He was joined by
Donald S. Colby, director of
Student Placement, who also
spoke to the audience.

pi'Ck qp the bboks. S.tudent:S.
who no longer have their copy .
_of the reservation order must
show their student identifica•
tion cards. A duplicate of the
reservation, will be OJI . hand.
Students who did not ~ ·
serve a 1969 Aegean may
place their names ·on a ,waiting list in the Aegean offi~
UC 224, bµt unclaimed copies
probablf will not be available
until the start of Quarter I,
ltoss said. A few CQpies of the
1968 Aegean llav.e. not 'b~n
claimed and are available to
any sttiMnt for $1,

Aegean Will be given out · to
those who :reserved them be•
tween 10 a.m. and 4 p.m. in
University Genter (UC) ·1obby
,today. Thursday-. and Friday it
will be distributed in UC 224
betweeh 10 a.m. and 4 lJ.m.
- ~yles Ross, managing -editor of this yea.r's Aegean, asks
that students present their
reservjl.tion orders when they

iApplicatio_
ns For
..
.
:Aegean Staff -. .
\

~ ing Acc~pted -- MFA

. TO~O · SP,OKE . of the
sources of employment information and the types of work
available.
He ~d that OJ\e ·~f the
prime sources of information
is the cards' posted on the Administration Building bulletin
board:
· ·
·
Th~re is, Tomaino said,
also a .~t of catalogs that list
summer job · openings in
-camps and resorts. These
c~talogs are ayajlaqle in the
Personnel, Offic~, Adn:µnistration 280.
·

I

Aegean .Di_s_tributed This Week

Thesis ' Fashions, Dance

on·e
. ·' Jh·,ng

Top
' ·. u
,· . ' .Events''

By Prot"oviri

.

..

=:, Applications are ~ow · be~g
r ,
.
. ccepted for -staff and ,sectjon '
•
c··
~ iJitor position~ o~i ,pie 1970 · ;
exhibi~on- of pain~ . . .
;Aegean.
.
by Richard Protovin, fot a .
t
.~· Myles Ro~, editor-in-chief' M.t.A. thesis, opened in the
The University Center (UC) begin at 10 p.m. The ·fashion
of the 1970 Aegean, said inter- Teaching Gallery May 24. . , will present a "first'' at USF show will last 30 to 45 mi~
:.e sted studen~ should obtain
'the exhibitidn,_. alclng with · this Friday ~hen a· mo<i fash- nutes. ·
.
..:1PPlications from the Aep.e- selected verse arid- readings, · ion · show will be combined . The fashions that the girls
.an Office University Center I will run 1lhl:il Johe 13. . , . . with a dance. ·The dance 'will will be wearing are being fur~(UC) · 224 or . th~ . Offic~ ;-.,o f
Protoviri put no title to his begin at 9 p.m:. with music ·rushed by Sears Roebuck and
;_~pus, Publications, Ut'l26. selections, bqt did.~pecify th~.t J)royided by the ''Outlaws." Co. of Tampa. Mrs, Olga.
:; Qualifit:ations for . section · the paintings are "primarily The mo'd fashion show, which Rhodes, charm coordinator
.. ditors include· pre\llotis expe., about the lajldsQepe • : . , and · "'.ill ·Ieatui:e coe~ dancing· in for Sears, will commentate
.,_ ience on high sch9ol. juiiior ~ aboilt . where the );ipd-. · the latest in mod wear, will the show.
: college or other college publi- · scape is." - · · -.·
t
·
. Admissi:on is 75 cents stag
: cations. These positions ·are
•
and $1 per couple.
:,salaried.
'ALFIE'
;: Applicatio~ also are being
,
"Alfie" is the feature film
: accepted for volunteer staff
for Friday, Saturday and Sunday. The showing times are:
-;members :to. work with tbe
d to
A course, in experimental
Friday, 7:30 p.m.; Saturday,
.
t·
di
. ·t
.._var~ous
s~c. 10n e ors an
· Japanese
.
·
·
·
·
7 30 p.m.
~
.
w1·n b e o'f fered1Quarand 10 p.m.; and
•gam-expenence in 1ayout ~d ter I, 1969. The course is ,
Sunday, 7:30 p.m. and 10 p.m.
based on self-instruction and
All showings are in the Busi~copy editing techn_iques.
is q.esigned for a lmowledge of
E
ll
ness Administration Auditoxce ent use of pJctures,
spoken J apanese. - r
t
d 1 al rium. The movie stars Shelley
COLLECTING
1 , · tin
Admission _to ·the course is - ar 'toco or, pdn~ g an oc
Winters" and Michael Caine.
June 9 , 10, 1 1
· by permission · of the director CaP ons, an timely·and -ind- Admismon is 35 cents.
_
sive editorials were cited by
only.. Interested students · the American Newspaper'
ART ·EXHIBIT
SG - Pl SIG EP
s4ould t;0ntact the · Depart- Publishers A s s o c i a t i o n , An exhibition of prints from
Se lling
ment of: +\1'odern Languages, (ANPA) a s the ,uaSIS
~ · fior a p a- ' the assoCI· ated Amen·can ArJun e 16, 17, 18
-- ----,-----';__--,-__;__....;..__;.·_soc
__
J,7_5-',p;;,.-xt_._42....6_._· _ _1_· _
· Pacemaker ~ Award to The
tists is on display in the Uni.,
..
.
Oracle announced in last versity Cent~r Gallery now
~ · , "th thweek's. issue.
thru June 11. .Gallery hoursM
{ eet the m~an WI
·e
'- This information was re- are from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m.
~oJlege Senior Plan
ceived late last week,in a •let- Monday tliru Friday. All
~
.
· ter from ANPA confirming ~Prints are for sale.
Jack F~tI~wkirk
the-award to The Oracle. The
'
-----1969
. 'ff yo~·re a college· se~ior or graduate
Pacemaker is the second
■ I
' student, Prote1::tive Life's College Senior
time this newspaper has rePlan· is for you. This uniQue life insurance• d th
savings· program otters special benefits at
· ceive
e coveted national
preferred rates. And _your policy is comaward;· the first was won in
pletely paid up by normal reti rement age.
Remember• . too, that . premi um deposits
lti?o6!
.• the first year of publica- .
may e deferred ui)til.. your earnings in-.
_...

An__

Leads
I.0 Anoth'er

~

ANPA Cites

Jap'an,e.se To Be
Offered Qtr. I

Basis For
p}
ace·m·ciker

:

-BOOK EXCHANGE

·

1

·

dent must prov~ that he is i!J
greater financial need than
nl;!<;e5.!!ary for a job under the
regular program.

TOMAINO SAID there will
be some 40 hour-a-week jobs
available at USF. However,
he ·said, the number of these
will depend on how much
money the ~tate Legislature
e~marks '!'or qsF in •th~ new
bi-annual budget.
Colby, who spoke after To-

niaino, · s~id the job seeker
should look into "sleepers."
"$leepers," <;:olby explained,
are jobs, like G9od. · Humor
positions, that pay much better than people. us~ally think
they do.
.. Students
desiring more information
about summer employment
should .conta_c t Placement Services in' room 280 of the Admini_stration ·Buiidin~. ·

_ ;KINDERGARTEN
I

REGISTER YOUR CHILD
NOW FOR FALL TERM

OUR REDEEMER LUTHERAN
Kl·NDERGARTEN304 DRUID HILLS ROAD
TEMPLE TERRACE

CA(L-988-4025
OR988-2439

ANOTHER GOOD · source,
-Toµijiino'
said, is a sheet that
Some students and fa cul- .
lists Tampa area ·employees.
tf at the Universfty ·or
This· sh~t may be obtained
Iowa at Iowa City are havfrom
personnel.
ing problems with the ,Uni- ~
Tomaino
also said part time
versity president, -Howard ;i
work 4t USF will be available
R Bowen.
.
oil the regular program and
Or the president-is havthe
-Co.liege. Work-Study Proing problems with them. .
RECENTLY," according - .gram.. (CWSP). However, to
obtain a _CWSP job, the stuto the Daily Iowan, student-edited newspaper, a
Liberal Arts senior tried to ·
arrest the pres~·dent for ,,.,
"withholding public infor- "
mation."
He entered the outer offlee of the nre·si·dent and
:t"
asked him for next year's
budget. When Pres. B<iwen i
refused, the student asked m_~

FOR INFORMATION

1•

him
to accompany
him to
be police
station under
a .,
citizen's arrest.
•
Bowen refused,·the Daily ,
Iowan reported.
- THE STUDENT took
Bowen's arm and attempted to lead him out ·of the
quiet outer office.
The president removed
the student's arm and reentered his off1·ce.
The student then filed a
complam·t wi"th the county
attorney.
. ¾ • ,·_

,.,,

CROWN PIROUmE ·
As Shown • • • • . • • • . from $175

Adm1n1sIra1·10n, .
SG work•1ng

_Budget Accounts of Course

' ' ""'d,~~;:-;.:;;r'"' · ~:=.::o~:. 'i.~'1>rilooa~,1an ,,~ p;imary
crease. Sound like a ~ptan wortti· Investigating? It is. Get full informa_tion from your

:JM:ario Garcia, 4EDU was

·

0

5415 ,M ariner Stteet

. Tampa, Fla. 3~609
•'Tel: · 877·8391

·

· PROTEGr~ I:.a~j:1:• •

-=~-~:~-w_
dHJ1<t.Ufa , coMPANY

,

~
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SWINGER'S "SPECIAL
'
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GTO's · Gnbent<ltn::li. Aoio•J dxpo

1
·

_

68 or '69 Pontiacs
-

.

•.

Big selection, big discounts

•

I

.

I

'~ * If your. language professor can't translate these
-·· features, come see Pancho Alvarez at· Jim Harrell
•... Pontiac,,_ Northgate location.
,.

-

~

JIM HARRELL PONTIAC .
.NORTH GATE
\

10415 .Fla. Ave./ Ph .. 932-4315
OPEN SUNDAY 12, 6

.•

~

Connie Haigley, also 4 ~DU.
Her husband, Harry Haigley
was editor of The Or!acle
when it won its first P~ maker in 1967. Mrs. Haigley
works part-µme for the §t.
Petersburg Independent; ;her
husband is a regular staff
member of the same newspaper.
,
Other Oracle staffers for
-the judging period were:
Polly Weaver, makeup-c9py
editor; Miss Leslie Taylor, ed_itorial page -e.ditor; Margie
Sisk, news · editor·; Maxine
Kamin, fine arts editor; J eff
, Smith, . sports editor; Phil
Runnels, entertainment editor; Duggy Young, cartoonist;.
Braig Birkmaier, _pbotographer; and Bill Bradford, Miss
Hilda . Lough, Ray Zagorski,
John Guggenheim, John
Thomson, and Ricardo Pla- ·
nas, staff·writel"S. ·

Student· Government (SG),
Mtn~the help of Adminlstra- ·: · Advising. for Elemen~tion officials,- are nQYI in the Early Childhood Education
,;ProceS§ of formulating alter- majors .wi!} be ~el~ 10 a.~. to
·natives to USF's mandatory 2 p.m. Fnday 1n Education C
housing and food plans.
and D.
Under existing regulations,
students under 21 ·and not
commuting ·must live in cam.pus housing. ~ _
· Resident students also must
eat .on campus, either on a 15
or 21 meal a week plan.
· No specific plans are yet
fol'Illulated. _ But SG ·Pres.
Steve Anderson said proposals
would be forthcoming by this
summer or September.
Anderson said, "The Administration, and· in particular,
Andrew Rodgers, business
manager, are being very cooperative and helpful."
·
Anderson said· doing away
with mandatory food plan
wi!h all students on campus
· and a combination ot mandatory food and housing being
phased out gradually~ are examples of plans being considered.
Lloyd Watson, CPA , and
Rodgers said particular congeneral manager at the cern must be paid to financial
Tampa office of Daly Andt=!r• , and student needs before any ·
son and Co., . will speak on plans were .put into effect. .
"How The Computer Affects
A trial period . would be
An Audit" today a t 2 p.m. in
needed for any specific pro·Business 107. ·
posals, said Rodgers.
His appearance is .being
.sponsored -by the .Senior Ac;
counting Organization arid is
open to all interested .persons.
Refreshments will be served.

/

~~
"' ~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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WiTH THIS• COUPON
I

FREE TAPE

Witfi' every u,n it sold a~

MU_
NTZ STEREO STORES
OFFER-GOOD THROUGH June 4, 1969

.,-AUTO PLAYERS starting at $2995
to

OPEN 9 to·9 WEEKDAYS, 9
7 SATURDAYS
NEBRASKA
AVE.
'STORE
9
to '6 DAILY
'
.
\ .

I'

MUNTZ STEREO CARTRIDGE. CENTERS
\

• I

STEREO-PAl(iNc
NOT AFF ILIATED WITH MUNTZ TV

>

8402 Ne braska Ave.
3337 Henderson Blvd.
Tampa, Florida
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Fellowships
Are Available.
In Education
.
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C~mp_uter Topic
For CPA Talk .

I •

:'-- · Le •Man's • Firebirds - Customs • Catalinas
•

Educatian
Advising Set Friday

-

.

(

.

..

Fellowships are currently
available in the graduate
teacher training program for
"Preparation of Teacliers for
the Potentially Handicapped
(Culturally Disadvantaged)".
-The purpose ·of these fellowships jg to provide financial
a id for persons who wish to
enter the field of education. ·
1 Qualifications include a desire
to work with young (ages 3-8)
children of low socio-economic
backgrounds, . a bachelors degree in a field other than education, and, established
quirements for the Education
,g raduate program.
Further information may be
obtained from Dr. Robert
Weatherford, ext. 101, or College of Education 303G. ·

:re-

Let THE ORAC_LE fin·d you a ride ·
or a rider.FREE. Just fill out .t.he
handy form and drop it in the :·
special box located in the CTR
222. -THE ·ORACLE will place

..

your advertisement FREE in the C.
June 4th issue. Deadline for
placement is 1 P.M.·5/30/69. - '.
•

I
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Drop·Coupon in Oracle Box ·
at Advertising Office - CTR 222
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Red China Admitted To Model U.N. Assembly
I

day model called for a sanction to be imposed upon the
state of Israel if Israel continues in its defiance of a series of resolutions . passed in
the actual United Nations.
ISRAEL HAS ignored U.N.
"withdrawal
for
requests
of its armed forces from territories occupied in the June
1967 conflict, for an end to
belligerency in the Middle
East, for a guarantee of freedom of navigation in international waterways in the area
and for a just settlement of
the refugee problem."
The resolution was presented by Jordan.
These were but two of the
most significant resolutions
passed in the three-day meeting in which delegations from
43 nations participated.
STIJl)ENTS :ro SELECTED
the country they wisped
to represent, researched its
present situation and past
participation in the U.N., and
debated, voted on issues and
proposed resolutions from
that country's standpoint on
international situations.

By IDLDA LOUGH
Staff Writer

Nationalist China was ousted from the General Assembly and Security Council and
Red China was admitted in its
stead at the Saturday session
of USF's first Model United
Nations.
The People's Republic of
China was granted participation as a voting member in
both the General Assembly
and Security Council as a result of a resolution proposed
by the Algerian delegation.
The resolution contended
that Nationalist China's position in the U.N. deprived a
quarter of the entire world
population of "their just representation in the international community."
THE RESOLUTION further
stated that Red China's
n u c 1e a r
possession of
capabilities could be dealt
with more effectively within
the structure of the United
Nations.
Another significant resolution resulting from the three-

As the students became fa- __ "THE MODEL U.N. commiliar with U.N. rules and bined many elements - interprocedure, debate became esting and challenging subject
more aggressive, stimulating, matter, the opportunity for
personal participation, and
and at times; heated.
Ghazi Aboulhosn, president the opportunity to meet other
of the International Student students interested in inte rnaOrganization at USF and tional affairs," Aboulhosn
president of the Model's Gen• said.
He added, " It enabled us to
eral Assembly said that he
considered the Model a great better understand and explain
the workings of the U.N. in its
success.

for world peace and
search
I
development."
Sunday afternoon's General
Assembly heard t\vo distinguished speakers on the problems of Nigeria, Biafra, Rhodesia and South Africa. Paul
Otogo, Professor of Experimental Psychology at the University of Lagos, and Mr. Afolabi, Consul General of the
Federal Government of Nige-

New Dir,ectors
On Foundation
Other new directors in•
elude: Sherwin Simmons,
Fowler, White, Collins, Gillen,
and Humkey, attorneys; Robert Taliaferro, Taliaferro and
Associates; Mrs. Gene Davis;
and Mrs. -John Ezzell Jr.
Mrs. Ezzell, president-elect
of the Alumni Association,
was elected to a two-year
term.
Serving on the executive
committee of the Foundation
are Henry Gardner, Industrial
Supply Corp., chairman of the
board; J. F. Mellon, vice
president, Reeves Fence Co.,
:president; Mrs. Davis, secretary ; D. Burke Kibler, chairman, Board of Regents; Simmons ; Lane ; and USF Pres.
John S. Allen.
Gw.,1;::ts;>J<·:::-=;:;,:::;t,J~
Andrew C. Rodgers, USF
business manager, was named
treasurer of the Foundation.
Funds from the Foundation
are used for student aid,
cultural events, library, researcn;·~guest lecturers and
other campus areas needing
¥ support.

BllOlODiMl
•th 4-brushes
st by dentists
• eomplete w,
• Recommended mo.

$20.88

LIST

I ed that 4 p.m. Wednesday, I
I June 4, is the deadline for ;j
I turning _in fina~ grad~s for !
i graduatmg seruors or M.A. M
if
f,f candidates.
~\ Class grade reports eon- fl

• Powerful Briggs & Stratton engine
• Recoil starter
•
• Easy roll wheels

$S 9 9 5

VALUE 64

I

88

I!

0RA,.CLE CLASSIFIED

~~

2. FOR RENT
Completely Furnished (washer ,
dryer, dishes, linens, . etc.l 3
bedroom house on lake m Bran•
don June 15 to Sept. 1 $50-week
689-7967 after 4 pm or weekends.

3. APTS. & HOUSES
Need female roommate offsummer. Beautiful
campus
apt. near USF. Call 932-6894.

fo:

6. FOR SALE
-.
. - -patio
- - -with
-.- -home
-Mobile
1963
awning, 10'x51', 2 br, 4 mi. from
USF in desirable trailer court.
$1,700, call 932-7082.
Miniature Dachshund AKC Registered 3 Mo. old Call 689-7967
After 4 p.m. or weekends.
For Rent Canterbury Apts Furni shed 2 Bedroom Apts. All
elec. AC Near USF And 175 103
F loral Dr. Call 932-2310 after
4:00.
Large building lot, north, on
Trout Creek Canal, goes to
Hi)lsboro River, Paved Roa~,
qmet, no trailers, S3,650, $lo0
down payment, $30 per month.
949-1307.

ADS

14. HELP WANTED
Female
Male,
_ _ _ __
___
____
Male Counselors fur North Car.
olina Co-ed summer camp. For
application send post card to:
T. R. Robertson, Camp Pinewood 1414 Felch Ave., Jax.,
Fla. 32207.
- -for
--of° Alcoa - opening
Division--,-----part time earn $50-$75 a week.
Also $2,000 to $3,000. this summer working full time in Tampa
a rea. Call 689-5711. ,,, _ .
Counse_lors wanted for ~rl scout
camp m New Hampshire. Call
689-7967 after 4pm or weekends.
~

20 Lost And Found

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
LOST: Twin lens r eflex camera
in Social Science building classroom. Call 935--4971 after 6 p.m.

21. MISCELLANEOUS

Undergraduates may s t u d y
aboard ship and in world ports
fall semester 1969 or spring semester 1970. Up to 16½ credits
transferable. Fall semester visits western Europe and Mediterranean northwest Africa, South
Ameri~a; spring semest~r th_e
10• Au "i'OMOTIVE
Orient India Europe. Wnte DiIi
rector' of Student Admissions,
Jaguar XK150 ~eMans _1~59. World Campus Afloat - _Chap•
Roadster in mmt cond1t1on. man College, Orange, Cahforma
Dove grey, new upholstery and 92666.
interior, a classic. $1350, 4424728, 1437 Hamlet, Clearwater. &rimiffiWmuA'f~~%"A1fil
For sale: '68 VW excellent
condition, radio, 15,000 miles.
CLASSIFIED
Must sell. Phone: 232--4321.
ADVERTISING RATES

------------1
13.

wANJED

P?ETRY WANTED for cooper'.1t1ve poetry anthology. Please
Include s_tamped envelope. Send
!o Idlew1ld Press, 543 J:red~r1ck, San Francisco, California,
94117

5

lines

(27 cha racte rs/line) . - . $1.00
Additional Line . . ____ _, .15
.90"'
R epeated : 2-4 [ssue s ____
.75*
!\fore tha n 4 iss ue s __ __
*Per five lines (27 characters)
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SPECIAL!
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ROLAID

MINTS
12's

7•
_,t 20C~~,,

REG.~:~·
-

LIMIT J

Self Propelled POWER MOWER

Staffers

The Oracle is seeking individuals who are interested in
journalism m work on the
this summer.
paper
• !aining the names of se_nThere will be paid staff poli wrs only have been dis- !m sitions open in the fall and
~ij tribute d to the faculty. t]
persons with ability showing
(i These n~es will not ap- interest
this summer would be ' .
t§ pear agam on the regular "·· considered.
.
[t; grade report sheets.
For further information, see
Philip Runnels or Col. Walt
Griscti in University Center
226.

$1.49
VALUE

3.S HORSEPOWER -22-IN. CUT

-.

-

ASS'T. BRISTLES

BYTON/ 13-oz.

QRAl)IJATION
pHOTOS••••.

i On June 4 I Oracle Seeks
_ _.·
!@

5-oz. AEROSOL

HAIR SPRAY

999

andfMV!"4

,IAre Still Due I
ill

ANTI PERSPIRANT

PRO
TOOTHBRUSH

-WHITE RAIN

AUlOMAl\C lOOTI\8RUSH

trophy on which his name is
inscribed as the first Model
U.N. General Assembly President. The trophy will remain
with the World Affairs Council
and will be inscribed with the
names · of future Assembly
presidents.
A second Model United Nations is being planned for next
year in which other schools
will participate.

RIGHT GUARD
$1.19
VALUE

IGrad Grades I
ti
t\
di
remindIntructors are

and George Kranz won second
place for Mexico's representati-on.
Six other delegates received
Honorable Mention: Zadichk
Shapiro-USSR; Mary Margaret Rutledge-Japan; Ted Micceri-Senegal; Claude FiddlerTrinidad - Tobago; Tony
Pasco - Australia; Robert
Williams-Lebanon.
Aboulhosn was presented a

GILLETTE

The USF Foundation has
elected 12 new directors for
the 1969-70 academic year.
The non-profit corporation
provides supplemental funds
for USF. New directors are:
Murray Garrett, C 0 1 o n y
Shops; Arthur Gibbons, - Gibbons, Gibbons, Tucker and
Cofer, attorneys-at-law; John
Glares, Hillsborougs county
commissioner; L. Ed Hardman, vice president, Marine
Bank & Trust Co. ; Julian
Lane, Lane Cattle Co.; Norman Lipoff, Carlton, Fields,
Ward, attorneys-at-law; Harold C. Martens, senior manager, Reynolds & Co.; and Art
Pepin, Pepin Distributing Co.

•

ria talked about the positions
of these countries, their relationships and future development.
Awards for the best delegates were presented Sunday
afternoon by Dr. Mark Orr,
chairman of International
Studies.
RON SOOD RECEIVED a
trophy for Best Delegate for
his representation of Jordan

BACTINE fi~~is~~oSPRAY
EXCEDRIN TABLETS
TANYA TANNING LOTION
BRECK SHAMPOO

4½- oz. FOR
CUTS and BURNS
REG. S1,59
LIMIT 1

100's
$1.59 VALUE
LIMIT 1

2-oz.
REG. $1.25
LIMIT 1

4•oz.

65c VALUE

8.95 LIST

GALAXY PORTABLE
20-IN. FAN
• Galaxy roodel No. 3704
• Fully guaranteed
• Lightweight. portable
• Two-speed roodel

$19.951588
LIST

MATTRESS

• Large 30x70-inches

• Rubberized woven fabric
$7.95 VALUE

4 99

• Heavy duty. 2½-qt.
• Dura~le seamless
aluminum

r

FOOT PUMP INFLATOR ~i".51:, I .48

$2.98 VALUE

J88

LIMIT 1

89C
89C
68C
33C

A Week
Filled-' ·With_Lots OfG·oodies
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EDITORIALS AND CO~MENTARY ·

'System' Works
The "system" at USF has tentatively proven itself to be a viable
constructive tool when used
cotrectly.

· cIDa

That much has been · shown
through the Black Studies negotiations originating May 19 with the
Afro-American Society's "(AAS)
march on Pres. John Allen's office.
.

.

-The system has shown itself to
be an effective route through
which to get things done - WHEN
those who are concerned and. who .
want change, . care -enough to give
the ·s ystem a chance.
And, more importantly, it
works when those IN the system
care enough to make a concerted
effort not to abuse their authority,
and, in addition, are wary of such
comments as made by Chancellor
Robert B: Mautz recently: "The
faet 1:hat they (AAS) label (their requests) demands doesn't.give them
any more· certainty of realization
. .- ." then requests through normal channels.
Only time can tell if an end
product, acceptable to both sides,
will develop.
IN THE MEANTIME, no one
can be accused of an irresponsible
apJ;)roach:
•Y" The AAS presented their demands in a peaceful and reasonable manner. . Their desires were
commensurate with those of other
black factions throughout the coun-

• • •

This past week was filled with
goodies. It was dijijcult to ch~ i subject that could be weighed equally important as anojher. Thus, tliis column
will cop-out and not talk about anything
specific but rather ·rap about ·everything
exp~rienced in a normal week usually
full of experiences.
The astronauts went to the moon,
right out of Buck Rodgers and returned
in the spirit of H. G . Wells. A remarkable
feat that is how · ~n · the''.history books.
Stafford, Ceman and Young traveled to
the moon and back -and' landed -only 4
miles from the earner that would pick
them up, that is technology. .

Sometimes

try. There was no threat of violence.
y, The administration was, in
fact, dealing with the problem at
the exact hour the demands were
presented.
..
y, Russell Cooper, dean of the
College of Liberal Arts, proposed
courses leadjng to an interdisciplinary major in Afro-American
studies contributing to a bachelor
of arts degree.
Y' S t e v e Anderson, Student
Government pres-., is working on a
multi-proposal that would include
. a loan-scholarship program specifically for . underprivileged and
needy students at USF.
Y' These efforts all would 'indicate people are caring and listen~g: something that se!c?ms to occur
not that often ~ today's complex
world.
THERE ARE BARRIERS, however, in the way for the black stu-

A 'New Educational Plan'
Student Commentary

By BOB VAN HOOK
Late last fall a seminar of students
and faculty began a project to arrive at
an alternative to the University as it is
organized today. We studied an assortment of plans, proposals and philosophie~ for experimental colleges, and we
have tailored a plan for the University of
South Florida.
·
Some people may consider even our
attempt as somewhat of a breakthrough
since radical students are §lot supposed
to present positive . programs. Maybe
that's correct - radical students aren't
in the alternative business, but re.volu•
tionaries are and must.

dents:
Black professors. are not necessarily r:eadily available.
The system includes red tape
not ~asily overcome, not the least
of which is money~
And ·the biggest hang-up of all
- it takes time.
But with the interest shown this'
far from all parties, it is not at all
inconceivable that a Black Studies
LET ME AGAIN BREAK from my
Department will be on the curricu- stereotype and quote the Bible, Matthew
lum shortly at USF - as it should 9:16-17: "No one puts a piece of cloth on
an old garment, for the patch tears away
be.
from the garment, and a worse tear is
made. Neither is new wine put into old

Tradition Has
. Its· Price
.

and their professors could have
Tradition has Us price. This
quarter it seems to be the quanda- planned their courses accordingly.
ry among graduating seniors and However, if everyone . concerned
their professors.
were to swallow their complaints
·
this
particular quarter, the probIn order to adhere to the · Comlem
should b.e solved by studentmencement time-table, professors
faculty
cooperation fqr the ·fumre_.
wefe ..officially notified last week
thaf' grades will have · to be in' by ..,.,.~ Vice: President of Academic AfJune 4 .. ·• putting a hardship on
fairs Marris Dean has announced
those who feel the already too-short the proposed establishment ·of a
quarter
is being cut into deeper.
committee to look into (and
•.
solve?)
the problem. This is not to
"Due to the ''no final exam
,
say
the
present
problem is _excusaweet" policy this year, the previ.
ble
...
but
to
say, "We made a
ous::rule of having senior grades in
and
we'll
try to correct
·mistake,
the..,.. week prior to finals was out.
it.,,
mqded. This_became apparent this
We encourage all students and
quarter beca1.1se of the traditional
faculty to cooperate with the deadCommencement.
line and to continue their curricuIT IS UNFORTUNATE this was lum through the last week in the
not thought of earlier so seniors interest of · a complete education.
'

Highway Tragedy Again
,Tragedy has struck again on
the roads surrounding the campus.
The latest in.-a long-bloody line
of serious accidents · occurred at
~ intersection of Fletcher·Avenue
and 30th Street where last week a
2{).;year-old USF st4dent and his
17-year-:0ld. wife riding a motorcycle along Fletcher were ·strµck by
a car which apparently faill~d to
heed the stop ~ign and blinker on
30th _S treet.As of Monday, the student and
his wife were in critical condition ·
in Tampa General Hospital.

THE _ACCIDENT just might
ha~e been avoided had the in•
W3
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commentary appearing in last
week's issue, "Less Black
Studies," was writt.en by; John
Caldera.zzo, as one student's
view, and does not necessarily
reOect the vie~ of The Oracle. Editorial opinion is drawn
from a consensus of the paid
Oracle st.a.ff.)

(Please see NEW, page 5)

problem qas not improved, has not gone
away, bUt rather each week it has eaten
up lives, maims. and destroys. ·
President Nixon has begun to end the
war? If he has then the four-hundred and
thirty-six boys th~t_ did l~t 'Yeek will
never know it. ...
It was the week of-Hamburger H,ill in _
they (as a g~oup) hav:e little -of the spir- -- ·the ·United States with. ·He -had; like- his·
Vietnam:-·How· proud ·ourgenera:ls must·-itual 1.ia'ith to sustain them the Jews
ltalian, P-olish, and Irish brethren a herlbe to have a hill nruned after the way it
have." They are just beginning to politi- , tage to look to. "All-of- the· immigrants ·. -e3:~up American lives. ·senator Edward
cally o_rganize, and it's for certain they
were Christian or of their own indige- ~ K'Eln.nedy put it majestically, when he
do not have control of a political organi•
nous religion. Organized in. their~--own , -•sail of the Hamburger HilI fight; "it is
zation to -lo.o k toward as the immigrant
community, ' these
sustaining insti( :, ---ofrly symptomatic of a mentality and a
often fooked to his city boss.
tutions.
- , ·. · ' • - ·
- :·:· -pi:>Tlcy that requires immediate attention.
Slavery permitted none of this; no
,American boys are too valuable to be
The black has none of those things to
tradition,
no
religion,
no
community,
no
sacrificed for a false sense of military'
look bac'k on. He is just nmv in the procfamily,
.no
closen~s.
So
'it.
shoul$':t,
lie-·
--:,
p
pi{e." BRAVO.
·
ess of organizing himself and we should
too
'
surprising
th~
the
blacks
are
just
.
:
"':.
What
we
need
then
are
less
Hamburgview this organization as the normal
now getting around to political organizaHills and more peaceful triumphs off
process-of events for a minority group in
lion. It shouldn't be too surprising that
the battlefield.
the United Sttates. ·
blacks watU their own community. And
·, ·' one.more issue must be discussed be·
· WHAT MAKES blacks differeQt from
the black man, not woman, but man,
fora leaving you to your own insanity.
other minority groups, in my thinking, is
wants to be its leader.
· ~Last week Justice Abe Fortas rethe status of the black man; not black
SLAVERY PERMI'ITED the essence . · signed under fire from the Congress, the
~oman, but black man.
of womanhood, the bearing of children.
Attorney Generaf and the national pride.
The black man has in the past been
But it did not permit the essence of ·• H~ had accepted a $20,000 stipend from a
literally, figuratively, and spiritually
masculine being, tfle provider _ protector
financier who is now in jail. Nevertheemasculated. When the black crune to
role. And so it has been the black
l~ss, it was the stipend which caused the
the United States, we learn, he was sepathat has suffered more than anyone else.
trouble. Justice William 0. Douglas has
rated from his family more often than
received and has not returned, $85,000
not.
And it is black manhood that is now
from . the Albert Parvin Foundation
which, until recently he headed. Now, it
coming to light in the form of black vioHe was considered property, and evJenee. That, in my mind, is sort of what
has been disclosed that the Chief Justiceeryone knows property is not of human
the Black Panthers are all ·about. It is
elect has been on the Mayo Clinic Founfeeling. Ther-efore, no 'feelings were
part of what the Junta of Militant Orgadation payroll and is receiving $2,000 for
spared when different prospective "ownnizations in St. Petersburg is all about.
ers" came to pick what black slaves
his services. , .
. .
What do all these high-court shenaniThe struggle now is for-- th e black man
they · wanted. The blacks were as completely demoralized as any minority
to find his manhood and he will hav~ no
gans and disclosures mean? They mean
proud tradition ' to fall back on. And
that members of the Supreme Court
group has ever been.
should it be too surprising that the co~must have in full view and without quesSO WHAT? But then I think of the. try which first put him down will have to
tion their moral flnd ethical character.
sustaining institutions the white Italian,
undergo the pains of accepting an ethnic
That their business dealings can in no
Pole, Irishman and other European imrealignment?
way conflict with the highly responsible
migrant had ,vhen he canie to the United
As soul singer James Brown h_a s put
position they hold as justices of the naStates.
it so often in his travels, ''whatever you
tion's highest court.
I ·thought of what the Oriental (Chido, be a man." That is the formiqable
task ahead for the black man.
THAT WAS THE WEEK THAT WAS.
nese, Japanese, etc.) immigrant came to

On Road To -Black Manhood
By STUART THAYER

:::r, ,1. i6:iieiip ~tor
a · white; r~usually feel

As
just a bit
uncomfortable when news reaches me of-another g9rµrontation between black and
white. And,. being white, I ask why?
Why c~n•t blacks pull themselves up
as the Irish did in Boston, or as the Jews
have been doing for 2,000 years, or the
way the Chinese have carved out a niche
for themselves in the U.S. -or as
other Oriental has, for that matter?

any

/

.

AND I THOUGHT. I thought that
when the·Irish (or any other immigrant)
came to the United States, he had a tra•
dition behind hiin, · a country where he
came from, and a pretty good idea of
what he wanted to do in the United
States, and what he asked of the coun-

, try.

.

tersectio.n been properly ·controlled
. . . ~ith a regular traffic light.
And another .tragedy is that
such a light was requested from
the county by USF Director of University Planning Clyde Hill OVER
TWO YEARS AGO! ·Even worse,
the light was approved by the
'
FOR THE Jews, they too organized
County over a year and a half ago
their own huge community, took it over
- yet nothing has happened.
politically and either ran their- own afAll this is a familiar story to the fairs autonomously, or used a common
USF community. Over the years, faith to sustain themselves until they
various traffic controls around the could find their own politiGal organiza"
campus have been requested, usu- tion.
But
what
of
the
blacks? Almost all of
'
ally approved fairly rapidly . . .
them
unwilling
entrants
to this co~ntry,
and then nothing has happened,
sometimes for years .. Ana a lack of
money is invariably the reason
given for the inaetion.
As morbid as it sounds, sometimes it seems
if th.ere is .som~
mysterious quota of deaths or injuBy FRANCES E. WOSS
ries which must be . surpassed beStudent Commentary
fore the county w~ll correct a, parAn issue which is proving. to be one of
ticularly dangerous intersection.
the
most complex, most insoluble, and
lndeed, it's been rumored ,a highmost
explosive in the world.is that which
. way patrolman . dourly remarked
taking
place in the Middle East be•
is
"it will take the usual deaths'' to
tween the Arabs and Israelis.
·
get a light at Fletcher and 30th.
The policy of tile United States in the
/
WE HOPE NOT. The time for a past has contributed a great deal to the ·
light is not now. It was two years complication of this conflict. Consequently, our interests are being undermined
ago.

(ED. NOTE: 'lbe student

I AM AN AMERICAN STUDIES

STUDENT COMMENTARY

He formed his own community, organized himself politically and took power
over city political machines; and the big
city boss was bor.n.
I thought of the Jews ' who, for all
· their suffering, have still managed to
keep a community spirit through all
these years of persecution ·and are still
doipg it. Anti-semitism isn't dead.

as

011, YES THE USF AEGEAN was
distributed, which surely will go into history along with the·trip to the moon. But
what is more important is that the Aegean can be so candy-coated and yet renew
➔, l
our faith that our university has not succumbed to nihilism. The words of our Aegean, that accompany the first few color
pictures are perceptive, pleasant and
read quite like a ·modern poem; · it is
commendable. (I know, _you never heard
of anyone reviewing a yearbook).
Another · subject worthy of note this
week was our fine Theatre USF produc. tion of "Incident At Vichy,'? it was a
moving rendition of a well written play
wineskins, and so both are preserved."
major, and if I've learned nothing else in
that could not have been more apThis then, points out my basic comthe process of my study of thi$ cowitry,
propriately portrayed. The acting was sumitment to higher education - as John
it is that America is a land of diversity.
perb for the most part, and it was an
W. Gustad, one of the founders of New . Our society does and must -sustain a pluevening for thought, reflection and enjoyCollege, points out, "the ubiquitous exrality of ideas and opinions. Liberal edument. It is a must see.
plosion of knowledge has brought colcation, too, should be differentiated NOW 'l'HAT I HAW discussed the
leges..-to the point where new solutions,
like a human being, when one attempts
less earth-shattering news of the . past
more adaptive than mere addition of
to grasp its essence, it proves to be merweek of experiences; I would Jike to turn
courses of -instruction, are absolutely . curic and phantasmagoric, but it is very
to a subject that I ·h ave not personally
necessary."
real.
experienced but which I am disturbed
Tod a y, undergraduate education
To allow for this diversity, then, our
about, Vietnam. Of course we have dealt
serves many purposes. It is a further
purpose is to establish a ~umarµstic,
with the subject in the past, yet the
people-oriented option that will provide
step in the socialization process; it provides channels for upward social mobilifor. both individual and group develop•
ty; it provides occupational training;
ment.
and it gives professors an opportunity to
CLUSTER COLLEGE CONCEPT
By
perform serious research and to recruit
Organization
of the experimental col•
new students for their specialized inle,ge will be along the lines of the "clus•
vestigations. While it serves these purJERRY
poses, however, it creates, for many stu- · ter college concept" developed first, I
believe,
in
California.
Warren
B.
Martin
dents, a learning environment :in which
outlines the philosophy of such a concept
coercion predominates over curiousity
STERNSTEIN
in "Alternatives to Irrevelance."
and initiative.

were':'

er

man ·

Arab-Israeli Issue Insoluble?

and the precious friendships, cultural
ties, and mutual economic benefits are
all being jeopardized by our one-sided
policy and by partisan ship in dealing
with the area.

OUR POUCY IN THE PAST followed
an unscrupulous pattern. We spoke 1of
protecting and integrity of ALL nations
in the area, yet when Israel attacked its
Arab neighbors, occupied their lands,
and subjected the Arab inhabitants to
appalling ill-treatment, we did not lift a
finger! When 99 nations in the U.N. General Assembly voted against the annexation of Arab Jerusalem by the Israelis,
we abstained!
When former Pres. Johnson imposed
his ban on the supply of weapons to the

finally and completely sever all relationilrea, and broJ{e contracts he had signed
with Jordan for supplying arms to the
ships between the Arab and the Western
world by engendering bitter hatred beJordanian army to defend its threatened
country, he continued to sup'ply Israel . tween the two. Our ma~s media i$ guilty
of maintaining a black-out on the other
with the deadliest weapons - with 50
Sky-hawks,- and· promised delivery of 50
side of the fence and continuing the -distortion and falsification of the Arab
Phantom jets, the obligation of which
was forced upon our, present administracase !
tion!
Several high offidals in our governWhen Israel rejected the various dement pride themselves on being procisions by the U.N. for repatriation and
Zionist or pro-Israel . . . influenced
compensation of the Arab refugees from
mainly by votes and financial donations _
Palestine, we did not attempt to express
from Israeli inte:rests in this country.
our concern about the human suffering
Our stand thus far has caµsed the aeteriof two-million people living in desperaoration of our relations· with the coun•
tion.
tries of t he area, as well as the loss of
our prestige, influence, and economic in•
THE PRESSURE OF WORLD opinion
terests. We do not have diplomatic relamust force Israel 'to act with basic hutions even to this day with six Arab
. manitarian principles! While the Palesstates! Several of our Congressmen ,
tinian refugees struggle to survive, the
voice Israeli interests to an embarrassworld's attention is absorbed by political
ing level, even to the Jews of this coun•
discussions, and the world conscience is
try.
being deluded and poisoned by a worldwide hate campaign directed against the ·
WE MUST STAND UP for our ideals
Arabs.
and stop domestic politicking 'a~ our·
shores ! For we cannot subject our forThis massive propaganda effort,
eign policy to domestic pressures and
launched by world Zionism, must be reclobbying. We cannot make our decisions
ognized as a diversionary tactic whose
in dealing with other countries on the
ultimate aim is to do nothing less than to

basis of votes and donations on !}le _local
scene!
·
Former Governor of Pennsylvania,
William Scranton, _recently visited the
Middle East, spoke with its leaders and
people, and came back to tell our people
and our, president that there is another
side tp the quarrel there; that we have
other friends there beside the Israelis;
that our previous policy was hardly serving our national interests. He recommended an even-handed approach to the
area.
We need to take a fresh look at the
problen"is of the Middle East, and a new
approach which is less· prejudiced to the
rights of the one side of the two camps.
We need to stop introducing weapons
to the area, especially-those with dangerous capabilities for mass murder, like
the Phantom jets. . ·.

.

WE NEED TO · SUPPORT the U.N. ·
resolutions which ·established the rights
of the Palistinian r efugees for repatriation and compensation1_
We should support the territorial integrity of all these states, and we should
not allow one state to occupy by force
the lands of another.
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atmosphere . where campus
and ·governmental officials
informal meeting of students are willing to apply the full
sanctions of the law in the
and faculty who met · last protection of individual rights.
week and decided to rededicate CRU · (Comlilittee for a
IN , CON_(JLUSION we beRati~al U~verslty) · to the lieve the highest pUlJ)Oses land
gr atest burdens of the uniobjectives .outlines below•. The versity involve bringing the
details .:of CRU's organiza- critical _t;tlents to bear on -the
tional strncture and its ·nm• problems of human life. The
versity s_tatus .. are presi:ntly commitment .. to rationality
undetermined and uncertain). is not a middle-of-the-road
,
.
position. Becaus~ it demands
EDITOR:
th~ greatest energy, discipline
.
. .
.
and sacrifice, - it is per. The .Co~1~e for a Ra- . haps the iJ:I i g hes t form, of
tional UmverS1ty (CR~), ,has ·· activism. It is ' nof a- commitbeen acclll,ed of ·failing to live ment to be undertaken ···alone•
up to its ownprinciples . .Some . we .invite those who are simi:
I
have 53tid that in. the pursuit larly dedicated to join
of rationality we , have· .. be\
haved . in a manner which
belies our own. dedication to
rationality. In light ~f ' this
criticism, we offer thi fol. lowing clarification 1of our
EDITOR:
sition and-9biectj_v_es. .
.J ~ writing this letter in
We have ' constituted our- concern and out of concern ·
selves as a student - faculty , for those White students on
committee :dedicated . to open our campus who cannot (or is
communication . in. all phases it will not) see that .what the
of university life: We hope· to Black people of USF are defacilitate communication be- · mantling is not only vitally
tween campµs ~ organizations necessary to the survival of
and mtefests on' all issues of the university as an instituimportance to · the university tion of higher learning, but
commuliity; at ffi:l'ge, by:
also totally justifiable in
term~ humanistic empathy.
1. INVfmJG Aµ SIDES of
any issue_to participate in deIt is the duty .of each · White bates. hearings, and discus- student to realize the 'ohliga· tion to his fellow man ...:.... this
sions qn.i~~ues of col),eern.
, 2. Creating ; the conditions is one of the most frequently
·for · ·•·;comprehensive, open preached concepts of every
and hon'est exchange of views. university a1,1d, sadly enough,
3.' Puhli§hing objective sum- one of tµe most seldom pracmaries of the various views ticed. The duty has fallen · to
expressed and'' commenting the .Black and White i.-evoluwhen nece~sary 011 .the . ration- tionary to. convince the status
quo th?t our greatest .Am.eri. ality of the ME'fHODS.
. .There must be freedom to can. institutions were estabinvestigate and ·discuss these lished by men and :governed
issues in . an atmosphere of by men. Now in 1969, adminismutu 1
t
d. trators assert ·that institutions
a re~pec ' an responsi- have become too great to "be
ble behavior . .There ·m~t ,J:>e f th
d
th.
1 ,,
freedom to· inv.estigate arid - or e peop'~ an no~ _e
discuss these issues in an Jt- pe~ple must be for the msti.
.
·
• tution."
j
mosphere-free from pressures
·
from campus· and .governiri.en·A -SOCIETY that nega_tes
tal ·officials fo suppress un- the\
importance . _of . the
popular ideas. This freedom human be_ipg in default of the
can oriJy· be;;:maintained in<lan machination of the system is
(The fol.lowing statement is

us. · ··

Humtanistic

Pt

a

Official Notices- ·
Bui lefin Board notices should be sent
dfrect to "Director, Campus ~ubltca•
tions, UC 226" (ext. 618) no later, than

noon Wednesday lo publication the fol~:1se~!~s direct to: "Editor,
The Oracle, UC ·222," ("ext. 619)..

Basically (and· af _first, I
might
_ add) pie organization
the
purpose
of
having
space
a society on the verge of dewill be along the general lines
fault-, of its basic ideals itself. for letters ·to the editor.
Maybe we are already there.
A good example is this let- of Montieth College at Wayoe
Maybe not. Maybe· we all can . ter. Now Mr. Sternstein could State University in Detroit.
stop playing our narcissistic answer this and we could go Here the concept too is to cre·games for a little while and on and on and Mr. Stern- ate a college within the gendevote our efforts· ihto creat- . stein's position on the news eral framework of the univering a better wo.rld for humans staff might give liiin: a slight sity as an alternative to, but,
toLIVEin. -·
.. ·
advantage. Again. this is not at ·the same time, in coopera· ·Maybe after our cities ·b tirn the purpo_se of llpace provided tion with the larger structure.
again this summer or anbther for letters to the editor. Let's The university will provide
Berkely . student is sbot to :work for and not against each guidelines for the college, but
·not_ a noose. The college
death euSF?) by riot -police, other.
should not only achieve estabmaybe if Vietnam lasts imothFRED BEZ lished goals by old and tried
er year or" so, then maybe you
3MKT . means, but should be a place
will see ·me and we can stand
to search for new goals, and
together as brothers in a fight
new means in new times. For
against the oppressor you rethese reasons it must have a
fuse to see.
....
la.rge
degree of administrative
CLIFF l'HAELL
autonomy from the university.
Exam
4HTY

'°!~~

survey of Colle!ie Achievement Pro-

gram Examihation,, required ~of gradu•
ating seniors in ·Libera l Arts and B-asic
Studies! 1~...:s_s: hedu led f9r~ t.od~Y... ·at 6:30
p.m and May 29 at 3 p.m . in the Phys.:
lci11ufiavel
_ VOUchers subm·1tted to P.,...:..__
,..,...

W~ek -

Policy

Leners, Letters .

EDITOR: The "no. final .
exam week" policy has
. (the · University) in a very
special bind as we ·approach Commencement. In
the past, early grades for
graduating students were
due
• one week before . the
1
end of the term: This lead
time · is absolutely necessary in order to permit
checking .and certifying
graduation requirements;
computing honors; determining the student with the
highest average; checking
and I p:rocessing diplomas;
printing · an accurate program; etc.
.·.
In a meeting with Mr.
Steve Anderson, Student
Associatio1,1 p t es id en t;
Dean Cooper; Dean Deer ;
Dr. Nichols; Mr. Phil Run_nels,' Oracle Editor; Dr.
Spain; ' and .Mr. Jerry
Sternstein,
Senior· Class
. THIS BRINGS ME to my
president, there was a: ·conpoint; there should hAve been
sensus that, for-THIS t~rm,
no •need for- a reply in .the
we request that ever;y efform · of a rebuttal. A letter to
f,ort
be made to observe
the editor serves the purpose
the
already
publicized (to
of letting a person who is conthe
1,145
candidates
for decerned enough have an outlet
~ees
about
twjce
the
for his views concerning matin
,any
_
~revious
number
ters usually important to everyone: If a ·1etter to the edi- . term) CommeiJsuate Schedule ~ namely; to deliver
tor is ·going· to be rebutted
diplomas
to the graduates
then this · starts a game of
counter replies which is not · at the conclusion of Commencement.
.
.
I BESEECH TBFr f/ffiulty
to do everything possibi;'to·
submit their FINAL grades
for graduating stud~q~ to
the Registrar's Office . NO,
LATER THAN 4•:_ P.M.,'
WEDNESDAY, JUNE 4. · .
Please be assured that a
Faculty-Student Committee
will be very soon appointed
to study Commencement·
time-tables.
Thank you for .. .l,.I
. .- - -- .• .
your underst~ding, . · paPTA Conference, 9 <t,m , UC 158, 201 Sen •. Acct., Org. Lunch,
uc
202-205, ~1. 248, 252. ·
· .
255-6.
~oon,
1
tience. and cooperation. . ,
Head 51~{1 Works~oe, }! a~m; ; UC 22.5. ... ··.. Dean's Secretaries Lunch noon uc
Head Start Lunch; noon1 UC 256.
252 E.
~
'
'
HARRIS W. DEAN,

e!:~~o;
'Accounting
Void .

--:-ars

·1

•

THURSDAY

.

.

Luncheon, 11:SO a.rrl'.: UC 255-6.
CBS council, 2 p.m., UC 205. ·
Christian - Science, 3:30 pJm., UC 205.
Campus• ~rusade far : christ, 6:30

p.m., _Uc 20~.·

.

.

Vice President;

~o-Op Education

.

Meeting,_ 2 p.m., ·.-

uni:,,;lted
·.
FA. H 136•
'·
' 10 p .m,,..

us

EDITOR:
I am writing in reply to·
· Jerry Sternstein's· reply ·to
Miss Frances Woss's criticism
of the article by Mr. ,Sternstein 'concerning ~\ h.e Middle
East in the May 7 issue of the
Oracle. Sounds rather confusing doesn't it? Miss Wo~ felt
motivated eilough and. con·cerned enough to write a letter to the editor concerning.
Mr. Sernstein's article. "lfI·
Sternstein found it necessary
to clarify statements he made
in his original· article.
. I agree wholeheartedly with
Mr.' Sternstein that selling .
arms to anyone in that area
under the exis1;ing conditions
is a mistake. If 'Mr. Sternstein
means what he says in his rebuttal, I congratulate him on
being very objecti,ve and unbiased.

Coffee ~House, 2 p.m ., Engineering

Aud itorium .

'

(Continued on page 4)

I

an expression of •an open -and

.

Academic Affairs

Today, May 28
Career
PlanningIn Conference
slu••
dents
Interested
Cooperative for
Educa
f ion assignm ents during Quarter IV and

2 p.m., ENG . 3.
Wednesday, June 4
Career P lanning Conference for studen ts interested in Cooperative Education assignments during Quarter IV and
• 1, 2 p.m., ENG. 3 .
The following employers are currently
seek ing USF --students for Cooperat ive
Education Tra ining assignment for
Quarter IV and 1 (Quarter IV begins
Monday, June . 16, 1969). Anyone interested in . these positions should contact
the Co-op Office, ENG 37, phone 988413!, . ext _171, as soon as possible.
.C1v1l Engineers: Florida State Road
.Department, various Florida locations,·
Naval Ship Research & Development
Center, Wash ., o.c.
Electrical Engineers: Kennedytil3pace
Center, <::ape , Kennedy, Fla. ; Naval
Sh ip Research & Development Cente'r,
wl~~~s~a~e~ Civil and Mechanical Engineers: Naval Ship Resea rch & Devel<1pment Center, Wash., O.C.; TVA,
Knoxville, Tenn.
·
Chemical and "'I ndustrial• Engineers:
du Pont de Nemours
Kinston N c •
Alken, Camden .. anci'" F lorene~,
Chattanooga, Tenn .
Engineering, (all divisions): Marsha ll
Space F light Cent er, Huntsville.. . Ala.
Math and Physics : Naval Ship , Re~.r.ch & Development Center, Wash.,
1,

curriculum will consist of
c9urses that may be taken in
th,e larger university to-satisfy degree requirements for .;_
'disciplinary major. The final
p~t of the course of · stud):
·will be made up of topical and
problematic student and fac. ~ty generated courses.
STUDE~T MOTIVATION

The problem of student
motivation in this type of educational environment w i 11
doubtless be an important .
one. This problem, like all of
today's social \p.rqblems, is a
,::omplex on~. I feel, however,
that we may best be able to
deal with it by giving the experimental .college a direction
and idea for study. My
suggestion for the theme of
the college is . "designing
change for a possible future.' '.
AS A PART of the experiProfessor Robert ·Theobaid
ment, I would suggest the es- .
and
others in the recent Contablishment of a community
government within the college ference on Technology,
along the general lines of the Human . Values .and Leisure
Antioch community. This gov- ~ugges,!.ed that we: are pulled
- eniment would be responsible into the future by., our vision
for all specific academic poli- of it. My experience, and percies, behavior .rules·and other haps that of many students, .
_governmental functions al, points out that the traditional
,educ~tional process · is not
lowed under state la,ws.
creating a very pleasant or
ALL 'ARE STUDENTS AND accurate visiqn , of the future
in the minds of most students.
TEACHERS
One need attend, only one seIn the experiment;! colle~e nior seminar class to see that
everyone would be both a stu- most . students are leaving
dent and a faculty member. USF with essentially the same
Nevitt Sanford points out that values, prejudices and thinkstudents seldom understand ing processes that they postheir teachers until they be- sessed when they entered
came teachers themselves. In here as freshmen. At best, the
the ·new college, we plan to graduating . student' has· acutilize not , only more ad- q1,1ired a large number of
vanced students, but also aux- facts, but usually without i
iliary
faculty from
the com- perspective in which to utilize
•
•
I
·
mun1ty and volunteer faculty them.
· from the university.
We feel our _college should
OUR PROPOSAL H A S
be experience centered, in- been ' presented to different'
stead of data-centered. We'd · groups in various stages of
not mean to deny data its completion_and accuracy; and
rightful place in the educa- has met witl). consider_a:ble ac- ·
tional process bµt we wish to ceptance. We think it is a
-give experience its needed ~ ound plan, designed to serve
and proper emphasis. It ,students, , teachers and · the .
should mainly be concerned University as a whole. To ac- .
with wholes, not parts; with complish this objective, how- ·
, broad · topfcs and issues, not ever, we will need the enthusi1only · approaches and, disci- asm and' assistance of the uniplines. It must promote dia- versity community. We· could
.logue betwe.e n .students and easily realize . the experimen'.,.teachers and amon~ students I ta] college next Fall witli' bilt :
·:in democratized cla'sse!f."I"A:tit1f ·• little monetary expense to the
. finally, it must reinforce posi~ , University.
. ~ve values toward the __s~, ~··,.. .Anyone with any comsmce that. is the'..basis .of all.,-,
ts
.ti .
.existentially aqthentic i:;ela- . me_~ ' ·cri c1sms or sugges, tionships. . "'
'
·•· · _.._.,.~; tions is asked to address them
' ACBIE
.: to Dr. Howard Gowen, Hu-'
TO
VE THE S E ~ ' .ti
D.
U
goals, ·we st!"ggept aJripartate .. mam e~ , ept., SF, or to
division of · curricubim. 'Ori~ · Bob Van Hook, P.O. Box
·third of a student's course of 16055, Temple Terrace, Flori1
study will consist of lectures ·• da, 33617. ·
and discussion-groups in three
fields: Humanities, - Social
Science and Natural Science.
These- courses· ,will be topical
and problematic in nature- and
will serve as a substitute for
the requirements of the Basic
Studies. -Another third of the

Motior, P~cture Club, 7 p.m., UC 200.
Stude~t Legislature, 7 p.m., UC 252.
building name a nd- room number. ,
Hillel, 7:30 p.m., UC 203.
Pre-payment forms for Quarter IV
Bahai CIUb, 8 p.m ., UC 213.
registration will , NOT be nialled- by lhe
Theatre Production, 8:30 pm., Thea•
• •
Cashier's Office. Students - who wish to tre.
prepay fees may make the payment atVold Unhm,ted, 10. p.m., FAH 136
1he Cash i~r's . · ()ttiCe_ ·'after · May - 26.
_
· FRIDAY
Prepayment forms for Quarter 1, 1969; . _commit_tee on Teaching , Breakfast,
WILL be malled to students in August. 7 . 30 a.m .• UC 255.
Picture wire and hooks for hangin:;i
Dean 'Luncheon, n~n, UC 255.
.
pictures
and-orarebulletin
boards
wall
molding
available
·,n from
Off"'e ' lntrBff!.ura I Award ~, 2 p.m., UC 251.
.....
Experimental Theatre, 2 p.m ., TAR.
st;-he;;ical , Edi.lc~tiOn and Reere~fi~ .
U:C.
MovJe: . ! 'Alphie~" 7:30 p.m., ·
Notes: Students, staff, faculty, and . Business Audi~or1um.
their immedia te ta,nilies may have the . Theatre _Production, 8:30 p.m., Theause Of the university swimming pools. treli.c. D~nc,e, 9 p.m.; BaJ iroom.
Guests are not alloy,ed. 1.0. cards · will
SATURDAY
be requested•
~
1
Afro Amerlc~n, 7 p;m .•. UC 158.
Lectures:
u .. C. Movte : "Alph1e", 7:30 p.m.--:
-Today, 4 p.m.; Dr. James Gould, USF,
Business Aud_ilorium.
will speak· on " San Francisco State 'col•
Broken String Coffee Hause, 7:30 p.m.,
lege Strike," FOC 105.
University C.hapel.._
t
-Thursday, 2 p.m., - or. David S. An•
Theater Producflon, 8:30 p.m., Theafhonv, UF, "S-ome Biochemical Effeds
tre.
· '
,
;,anft~pr~~;ti~!
Temperature I n
SUNDAY
FriclaY., 2 p,m., Dr. Joseph V.
'tiold_ U~,llmlted:, 5 p.m., FAH 136.
Brady, J ohns Hopkins School of Medi· Audft~•~~m~lphle , 7:30, p.m., Busine1s
MONDAY
cine, th "Experimental
and
p
hoph · Psychopathology
Business: ~fense Personnel Support
ysoo 1ogy of Emotion/'
Health Center, 12:30 p.m., UC 158
Center, Philadelphia, Pa.; GSA. wash ,
e syc
.
Witchcraft Services (hold), 2 p.m. UC
D.C.; FMC Corp., Lakeland, Fla.·,·
EDU 302.
- Friday, 2 p.m., Dr. H. 'S. Jenkins, 252
U.S. Phosphoric, "Carryover In ...,e
sec•
. M.ovi,- • Personnel,
.. 2 p.m., UC 159.
NASA,,
CapeBiology:
Kennedy, Fla. ;
111
Marine
Texas · Parks and
ondary Separator in the Ammonia Syn.
Cinemakers, 2. p.m., .FAH 135.
Wildlife. Serv ice, Rockport, Texas. , . ,
thesis Loop," CHE 105.
vo·d
un1·
.,
d
10
.
'
F·H
1
1m1 e ,
p.m .., ~
136,
Library Science: U.S. Coast Gua rd,
TUESDAY
Wash., D.C.
Aero Club, ·a a.m., UC 213.
Pre-law Political Science: Hillsbor•
Dean's Secretaries Lunch, noon, UC ough County Clerk of Circuit Court,
Times and places or organizations
Chemislr.y Luncheon, hoon, UC 256
,Tampa, Fla.
meeting regularly are posted on the
University Center Bldg., Planning
Speech Broadcasting: WFLA, Tampa,
boards.
·
Committee, I p.m, UC 158.
Fla.
.
·
•
Band Concert;. 7" p.m., Theatre.
\
.' Note: Anyone 1i interes ted · i n summer
• ,
. TODAY
Void Unlimiled, 10 p.m ., FAH 136. placement only n:,ay apply for the u .s.
Aegean sales, 9 a.m .., Lobby;
f WEDNESDAY, JUNE 4, 1969
Park Service in Washington, D.C.

..., curement

must · Include - the

payee's

u

- Test Ride
Our Sleek _
New Models • • , .
Go
Bill Currie
Ford! 1
(Quality Service Performance)

s:c:i

.

Campus Date Book

3~()1 Florida Avenu~

'

.

.
.
_
1395

'67 Dodge Dart $
stick 6 •••••

N. Dale Mabry:

'63 Dodge 2-dr. ·6 cyl.
VB, air, ~eige, nic!. $

399

'66 GT Fairlane ·500
,
2495 V8,--auto. radio, heat,
air, power steer., silver mink,.2-dr. . $
$298 .hardtop
• •••• 1699

'66 Shelby .
•· $_
Cobra GT' 350

JUN·

. · BI
.· Liv.e-En·

Barndings

Beer.P'

9403 30th Street

Phq~e 932-2866

'64 Corvair stick

~

I'
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Women~s Tennis Team Takes
Bid
Big ·Step: · Accepts
By JOHN JOLINSKI
Sports Editor
The University of South
Florid~'s women's t e n n i s
team made that second big
step forward in proving that
USF is fast becoming a major
athletic power.
The female Brahman netters accepted a bid to . co~pete with over 100 teams in
the Women's National Collegiate Tennis Championships,
,sponsored by the United States
Lawn and Tennis Association
.(USLTA), which will be held
Northfield, Minn. The five. day tournament will begin
·June 17 and last until ~e 21st.
.. EARLIER THIS YEAR the
swimming team placed 12th
in the College Division Swimming Championships and let
•quite a few people know tlfclt
USF ·was not going to be an
unknown. Over 50 teams participated in the swimming

;m

USF's old nemesis Rollins ·t heir names engraved on the E,cpenses wi.p be paid for by
championships.
.
The cross country team was · College. "Southern California Ye-oman Tray, which will also the athletic department.
. The decision to allow the
the first team, however, to go will be extremely strong this be kept by their college for a
netters to compete in the ,tourto a national champion.ship year," she said, "they were year.
Because the tournament ney and appropriate the necsince USF joined the NCAA seeded number two last year:
will be held in mid June, all essary funds was recently aplast year.
ASKED WHAT Tn team's of the girls will be leaving proved by the Athletic CounCOACH JOANNE Young chances will be in its first na- from their respective homes. cil.
·
will only bring five of her ten- tional tourney, Miss Young
nis players, who compiled a was a little reluctant to reply.
magnificent 9-0 mark this "It's very hard to say how
year over some of the South's we'll do on a national level
top teams. The women mak~ since we've never competed
ing the trip include Cl}ris Kou- against some 9f these teams,"
tras, Tish and G w e n d a she said. "I just hope that the
Adams, Elisa Nelson and Toni girls do their best," she
Kramer.
·
added.
.
~
USLTA silver tennis balls
According to Miss Young, a
team is only allowed to enter will be given to members of ··
The/ University of South Florida Athleti~ Deparbnent
four entries in the singles di- the winning team, while med- fu will 'hold its annual Athletic Banquet this Saturday evening
vision · and two teams in the als will be given to the run- Ii.~_i at the Sweden House Restaurant. Festivities are expected
ners-up.
doubles competition.
to begin at 6:30 p.m.
THE . INDIVIDUAL sinMiss Yt;mng feels that some
Over 170 persons have been invited to attend including
of the stronger teams to con- gles w~ner will have her
University President John S. Allen and Tom McKewen,
tend with are the University name engraved on the Treesh
Tampa Tribune sports editor.
·
· of Southern California, Stan- Bowl. The bowl in turn will be
N. B. "Bim" Stults, swimming coach at Florida State
ford University, Ohio State, held by her college for a year. .
University, will be the special guest speaker.
Odessa Junior College, and The doubles winners will have
Awards and special presentations will be given in seven
sports by the respective coaches. Those sports that will be
. honored are baseball, golf, women's and men's tennis,
swimming, soccer, and cross country.

Sports Banquet

I

This-Saturday

rl~

Buzzella . Nips Glaize
For Batting Honors
Paul Buzzella, utilizing a petition, which include two
consistently hot bat' -for, the. years of junior college ball.
second half of the baseball He led the team in four offenseason, n i pp e d .teammate sive departments including
Dave GI~ the last, day sea- hits (30), stolen bases (21),
son to capture the Brahman homeruns (3), and batting av'erage. .
batting title. '
GLAIZE PACED the BrahBuzzella, shrugging off a
slow start, paced the team man hitters throughout the
with a nifty .326 average, edg- entire season before going
ing Glaize, who finished with into a slight slump at the tail
a .325, by a point. The senior end of the season. He finished
·infielder has never hit lower
than .315 in four years of comFinal Baseball Statistics:
-ab r h 211 .a hr Sb rbl ayg
Buzzella
GJaiie

McGary

Heykens

Huff
Brimm

Diaz
Mc:Carll)y
Gaskins

Gates

Blanton
Burdi

·

92 U 30
83 17 27
BS 15 25
12 14 24
941927
75 8 21
23 2 5
47 3 9
11 2 2
13 2 2
.AB 5 6

1 1 3 21 16 .326
3 0 0 6 9 .325
4 2 1 1 6 .294 •
6 3 3 1 19 .292

6 2 0 1 3.237
1 0 2 311.280

0
2
0
1
0

0
1
1
0
0

2
0
0
0
0
29 2 4 0 0 0

0
I
1
D
l
1

3 .213
6 .191
0 .181
O .15'
5 .125

0 .103

DIG LEAJH,ER!-

his campaign' with 27 hits and
led the Brahmans with 14
walks.
USF had six players hovering near or aoove the .300
mark for a good part of the
season, but only Buzzella and
Glaize finished in the elite.
Larry McGary, Doug Heykens, Willard Brimm, and Ron
Huff were all above the .300
peak before trailing off in the
last three games.

, McGARY . FINISHED his
best year, rambling for a
hot .294 mark. He ripped four
doubles and two· triples, which
were good for second-place in
those departments.
Heykens provided the big
power· throughout the season
as he led ·in extra base hits
and runs batted in. The senior
· outfielder sJashed six dou~l~,
three triples, and thn;e
eruns while leading the teain
with 19-rbi's.

liom-

An kinds of leather gear.
Get with the fvff leather lool

BUFF, ALTHOUGH not 11p
to par -with last year's hot
.413 season, came through
with an unpressive .287 _m ark.
He delivered some key hits
and paced the Brahmans with
19 ·r uns scored and also ripped
six doubles.
Brimm, threatening the .300
mark during the middle and
latter part of the season tailed ,
off to a respectable .280. The
junior outfielder-first baseman finished - third with 11
rbi's and turned in some key
defensive plays. ,

All items custom made. ·

fill · DIAZ, a pitcher first
baseman, rounded out the .200
level hitters. Although he only
had five hits he managed two
·homers, besides turning in
some fine pitching perform•
ances.

Coach Hubert Wright will
hope to better this year's disL
mal 10-14 record by recruiting
some of the state's better ball
players for next year's squad.
Wright will lose· four of his
starting lineup in Buzzella,
Glaiie, Heykens, and Huff besides 'h is top two p i t c h e r s
Marvin S h e r z e r and Mike
Macki.

Is anyone willing to take a chance? _ -.

·

Deor Reve rend, Foth er o r Robbi:
W e understand, why you lo ve to ro fn e off Codillocs,
T-Birds and C ontinentals.
·They draw the cro wds.
.
But consid er th e poo r soul who wins.
He. hos to poy cibout $1000 in income l ox. At least
$A25 o y ear for gos. And who know s how much fo r
oil ond-onti freeze.
N ow th ink how chari table ii would be to rofne off
o Volkswagen Fastback Sedan.
lt needs only about $420 fo r i ncome lox. About
$ 150 o y eor for gos. No antifreeze. And, it tokes
pints of oil, not quarts.
· .
Now you moy osk, who t makes this Volkswagen
fancy enou gh to rofne off?
Well, it comes with woll. to, woll carpe ting. Fron t
sea ts tha t adjust to 49 posi tions, Fold-down arm rests
in the r ear. An electric clock. And, os options: automatic transmission and oir conditioning.
So, if you're thinking o f raining oA o foncy car,
lilt up your eyes.
And behold.
The Volkswagen Fo stback Sedan. ·

Athletic Chairmen Veto 1-M
Wrestling For Next Year
By ltlAX RAMOS
people are upset· by the deci- Some fraternities do not have
Assoc. Sports Editor
slon to discontinue the sport. I that many members.
It seems, though that the
USF's f i rs t intramural . tend to agree wit~ Dr. Nelson
Butler, coordinator of recrea- number could easily· be cut
wresiling tournament, held tional ~ctivities, ·who said that down to one wrestler and one
May 1~15, drew crowds esti- after witnessing the . enth- alternate per weight class,
mated by the Intramural Of- usiasm · _displayed 'by both . and the smaller groups need
fice of about 800 each day to participants and spectators, it not be forced to have an alterwatch the 143" participants is ludicrous to vote the sport nate for each class.
grapple for intramural points. down for next year.
The two-day crowd of about
AS IT STANDS NOW if
1,600 makes it the best attendJUDGING FRO 1\1 talks there is to be a wrestling toured intramural competition, or with Dr. Butler and various ney next year it will net be
for the record, the best at- intramural chairmen, one of for intramural points. And.
tended of any athletic event the main gripes against the realistically • speaking, if the
this year at USF.
activity is that two wrestlers tourney doesn't count toward
IRONICALLY, MAY 10, or and one alternate are needed intramural competition it will
its interest for
four days before the tourna- for each of the 10 weight lose most
ment was held, wrestling was classes. This makes it rather both participants and spectavoted out for next year's in- difficult, for example, for tors. -Therefore to insure· the
tramural competition by the some of the smaller fraterni- future success· of •the tournaannual Spring .Conference of ties and dorms to compete on m·e nt I hope some_;0f the athAthletic Chairmen, the stu- an equal basis with the larger letic chairmen , have "'reintramural policy- groups. The above system, to- evaluated their positions.
dent
making group.
taling wrestlers and alterThere is a cllance for wres- ·
__
N_e_edl--=--es_s_t_o_s_a_y_q_w_·te_a_fe_w.,....__n_a_te_s_,_call_s_f_or__
30_n_a_m_e_s_
. _t_
lin
_ g_t_o _b_e_re
_ insa
_ te_d_a_n_d_th_at

BY MAX RAMOS
Asst. Sports Editor

Chris Losonsky's solo homer
in the bottom of ·the eighth inning broke a 4-4 tie last week
and enabled Lambda Chi
Alpha (LCA) to edge Delta
Tau Delta and clinch the
Franternity Green League
softball title.
/
LCA, sporting a 4-0 record,
has only one game remaining.
Their c 1 o s e s t competitors
have two losses thus they are
assured of the top spot. Tom
Hurtack also homered for the
..yinners.

GOLD LEAGUE leader
Tau Epsilon Phi (TEP) remained unbeaten by edging

.

ON THAT SPECIAL DAY

it00 John f. Kenudy llvd.
T■mpa

.Birdsong
Motors, Inc.

,.,.,.

11333 Nortti

Florid■

Aven11t

SPECIAL:
FREE
COLOR
RINSE
_WITH SHAMPOO
AND SET OF $3.50
THIS WEEK ONLY

UNIVERSITY PLAZA ·
CEALU

SECOND PLACE Sigma
Nu · set the stage for tomorrow's showdown with TEP by
downing Phi Delta Theta
(PDT) 6-2. Sigma Nu, ~1 for
the year, took the lead for
good with three runs in the
first inning on Gary Brown's
two-rin double a~d a_ ~DT
throwing error after an mfield
out allowed Brown to score
Other intramural softball
results ar~ :
.

TERRACE
BEAUTY SALON
Temple Terrac:e Shopping Center
Phone 988-2798

TEMPLE TERRACE LOUNGE
and Cut Rate liquors
8448. 56th Street

-TEMPLE-TERRACE CUT RATE
'"L·•J
LIQUORS
5326 BUSCH BLVD.

.

;lo;;;;;;;;;::::::~:::::::::::::;::::::::;::::,
NEXT TO PANTRY PRIDE

,

from thir-d base. .
Dave Millen rapped cut
three hit.s and Brown two for
the winners while Steve
Evans had three safeties for
PDT. Fine defensive play by
Sigma Nu outfielder .eMarty
Arbogast and PDT firstsacker Jerry Seifert cut short
rallies for both teams.
·

r,

'

STOCK CAR RACES

Located On E. Fowler - ½ Mi. W. of U.S. 301.
A Hop and Skip From the·University _

IN OTHER Green League
Action Warren Dudeck's
homer led Tau Kappa Epsilon
over Kappa Sig 9-1.
The Junior Physical Education Majors won a forfeit victory over the Senior Physical
Education Majors and took
sole control of first place in
thl! Indepen~ent League.

EVERY FRIDAY AND
SATURDAY AT 8:30 P.M.
.FRIDAY: LATE MODELS & TORNADO·
SATURDAY: SPRINTS, EARLY MODELS,
BOMBERS
Golden Gate Sp~edway

ADULTS $2.00 CHILDREN 6-12 YRS. 50c

SCIENCE CENTER
DOES IT AGAIN!!
.

.

'

~

.

Awards To Be

AND

AU Y-Mi)ltllE O

Alpha Tau Omega (ATO) 5-4
in another extra inning contest. TEP pushed across the
deciding run in the eigbth on
a walk to Larry Schwartz,
Morry Frank's double and
Ray Malca's sacrifice fly
which scored Schwartz.
J'EP had gone ahead in the
fourth innµig on Bill Ladd's
two-run homer and ·Gene
Gold's run scoring single only
to see ATO's George Marino
tie t'he game 4-4 with a homer
in the fifth. Marino led both
teams with four hits in as
many trips to the plate.

"Eight Experienced
Cosmetologists To Serve You"

Eta I I, F 7 & 8 o Cforteill
A'RI 15, A2E 10
SAE 25, Sig Ep O .
PIKA 6, Theta Chi 2
82W 6, BG E 2
B3E 6, B2E 5
PEM 11 17, Eta II 3
84E 6, BlE 5
BIW 6, 8 3W S
Iota 4, F3 3
A4W 5, A3W 4

BOUTIQUE
Lindell
Volkswagen, Inc.

LET'S GET MOVING and
save one of USF's most exciting spectator sports. This
could be a springboard for
bigger things, like intercollegiate wrestling for example.
Any takers?

<---G ot:DEN GATE
S·PEEDWAY

Lambda .Chi Cops
Green league Title;
TEP Still UnbeOten:

MODERN BEAUTY SALON

The Volkswagen Foslbock

is for everyone who was involved with this year's success - faculty, students, participants . and athletic chairman - to petition the newly
formed Intramural Council.

of

LOOK.YOUR
PRETTIEST
.

Undefeated Women's T.ennis Team

PHONE 932-7568

Presented Soon
The awards presentation for
the 1968-69 . Women's Intramural Program will be held this
Friday, May 30 in the Univer•
sity Center, room 251 at 2
p.m.
Troppies will be given to the
winners of each team sport as
well as to the winners of individual activities. Sportsman.
ship, P articipation, and Outstand~ Official awards will
also be ·p resented.

HAM &Oc SANDWICH
AT

THE SCIENCE CENTER
SNACK_BAR
ANOTHER ·GR£AT FROM MORRISON SI
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Juergensen; Humanist, Concerned
extremely articulate a n d
aware of the people and ideas
around him. Because he is so
deeply concerned with them
he has tried to form a synthesis of his former European
culture with his adopted

FRANK FAINE
Staff Writer

American culture in an effort
to communicate this concern
to his students.

He is a humanist.
He is deeply concerned with
BECAUSE OF JDS experiall human endeavors. He
ences in Hitler's Germany, he
strives for a synthesis for
is very much disturbed about
himself and his students of
what America is doing today.
what man does and what man
"There is a growing military
· is. He is the product of a wide
panic in this country; howevand diverse bac;kground.
er, it is not as obvious or as
HE\ IS HANS Juergensen,
strong as it was in Germany."
professor of Humanities. Born
He feels the unrest of stuThi;! following poem by Hans
in Germany in ·1919, he immiJuergensen appears in his dents is largely justified. He
grated to the United States in
says, "I have seen them
1934. He served in the Army book "Sermons from the Am- growing. I am very much
in
in World War II . and was munition Hatch of the Ship of favor of them. They should
Fools,"
page
10.
This
poem
wounded in Anzio.
has also appeared in the Dou- and ought to be engaged in
HE RECEIVED his B.A bleday Anthology
"Where is politics."
from Upsala College- and Vietnam," edited by Walter
However, he has a warning
earned his doctorate in Gerfor students: "If students in- .
Lowenfels.
man Literature at Johns Hopsist on more freedom, they
kins University in 1951. He
must prove their willingness
Linanas slue
taught at several universities
to shoulder the responsibility.
Fouled
chains
before he began teaching
That is to say I will grant
Through humidity;
here.
greater voice and privileges
Through persistent bloom
Dr. Juergensen is a pubonly to those students who
Steaming tra~ ..,..
lished poet and has had his
have proved that they can
Where venom€a ropes bite work competently
works appear in many leading
and can lisLess deadly than spike pits. ten as well
literary magazines including
as talk.
Vagabound, Epos and Yale LitVillages rot
"Dissent has at least two
erary Magazine. He also has
In alternating hands;
sides and each party must be
four books to his credit: "I
given equal opportunity to exTh~tch derelicts
Feed You From My Cup," "In
press its ideas. That's what I
Treachery husks
Need of Names," "Existential
Nightly mortar cohabita- understand democracy to be.
Cannon" and "Florida Mon- ', tions
Obviously, what I demand for
tage."
Who (what) survives?
and from students, I also deA distinguished poet, he is
Parchment palms ladle rice mand from the establishment."
Or alien rations
With two-faced resignation;
WHAT DR. Juergensen deInnocents have only
mands most from his students
Their victim eyes
is-that they become honorable
To search volcano worlds.
professionals in their respective
fields and occupations.
Thongs carve
"Through positive accomSurrendered wrists
plishment we can g a i n the
Boots kick in loyalties
lasting recognition that we
(The stake pins peace)
seek, sloughing off our envy
Revenge sinks roots
and bitterness. I don't want
Into the years
my students to learn to just
Encrusting arteries.
survive, although to get along
in this world the.~ must. I
As hope is sucked
want them rather to learn to
By reddish swamps,
be good, loving h u m a n
The jungle riots
beings."
In eternal green.
He is by nature a fighter.
"One must struggle for. the

Monsoon Season

FREE
SOAP
to

1JSF
Students
Tues.-Wed.-Thurs. ·
'·
At

KOINKLEEN
LAUNDROMAT
SHOPPING
CENTER
OPEN 5:30 A.M.10:30 P.M.

Wendy Wright
Speaks On Ballet
"Nureyev started ballet
when he was 17," said Wendy
L. Wright, lCBS, last week.
Miss Wright said this should
_-eqcou;age _ college students
who enjoy dance to take ballet.
Miss Wright, who is certified to teach by the Royal
Academy of Dance in England,
teaches a non-credit ballet
class every Thursday from 2
to 4 p.m. in the Theatre
Dance Studio for anyone who
is interested.

THE

FRATERNITY HOUSE
"YOUR HAIR STYLIST"

THE
BARBER SHOP WITH
THE STUDENT IN MIND
FOR THE FINEST IN
RAZOR CUTS AND IN
HAIR STYLING

UNIVERSITY PLAZA
SHOPPING CENTER
PHONE - 932-1621 .
APPOINTMENTS AVAILABLE

The Worlds Best $2000
Car stops
with disc brakes
straight, quick & surel

Its yours for only

$1976°0
de~vertd in Tompo plus Tog
& Tax
Front disc brakes fo r safety!
Fully independent rear suspension
for comfort! Bucket seats,
dozens of other extras. too !

DATSUN/2

MAKE TH E SOUND MOVE TO
DATSUN AT YOUR NEARBY DEALER!

FELLOWS MOTOR CO.
813 W. Kennedy

~~

253-3106

"I TEACH ballet, because I
love it," said Miss Wright.
She said that it is a challenge
·having students without prior
ballet experience. "But it is
rewarding . for :n;te and for
them," she continued.
Miss Wright said that ballet is good training for everything. "It helps a person learn
to communicate."
She added that ·ballet gives
a person increased outlets for
self expression. •m helps an
actor learn to express emotions with his entire body and
move effectively on stage.
MISS WRIGHT said that
she used to be shy and ballet
helped her learn to overcome
her self-consciousness, and
that it is good training for
learning to get along with p·eople.
Miss Wright, who came to
USF from Canada, last September has a strong background in dance. She studied
for three years in Toronto and
worked with the Royal Ballet
Company of England as an
extra in "Sleeping Beauty."
Miss Wright was recently
seen as Eve in "Paradise
Lost" during the Poetry Festival at USF.
.

Ron Sheperd·
Wins Art
Scholarship
The Florida High School Art
Scholarship C o m p e t i t i o n
Award, sponsored by the Division of Fine Arts at USF, was
presented to Ron Shepherd of
Rockledge, Florida, for his
acrylic collage, "Growing
Pains of the New Glory."
Shepherd, a senior at Cocoa
High School, received a scholarship consisting of three
quarters registration fees at
USF. The award was made
May 16, during High School
Art Day at USF before 200
students and their teachers
from Florida high schools.
First runner-up for the
awqrd was Dexter Reynolds,
III, who attends Colonial High
School in Orlando. Tied for
second runner-up in the competition were Teri Nahm of
Palmetto High School in Palmetto, Florida, and Gail Singletary of Southeast High
School in Bradenton, Florida.
Students and teachers attending High School Art Day
at USF viewed two art films,
visited the University's three
galleries and toured the Visual Arts Department studio
facilities.

McKuen who he feels has become a phenomena of these
times. His work is sentimental and shallow. "People who
are sentimental are likely to
be cruel However, I think
that sentimentality is a safety
valve just as humor is. One
must go deeply. This is constant."
Like many artists, Dr. Juergensen would like to have his ,
life's work last; however, his
philosophy of his art is consistent with his humanism. "I
dignity of man in order that stant coffee.
want my life work to last;
one might be a human being."
"ANY INSTANT success," however, human affairs are
There are three things that he says, "is likely to be shal- such today that in my art, I
he dislikes intensely : instant low and therefore vulgar." He want to communicate my
a.rt, instant education and in- cited the example of Rod thoughts on present needs."
- - - - - - - -- -- - - - - - - -- - - - - -- - -- - - - -- --

-Orientation · Plans
Include Frosh · Guide"This year we are making
an effort to restructure freshman orientation," Pete L. Atkinson, student chairman of
orientation, said this week.
A t k i n s o n, along with
Charles H. Wildy, dean of
men, has worked out an orientation program for the summer and a three-day session
for September.
''NEARLY 2,500 freshman
will come to USF during the
summer for speech and hearing tests and Developmental
Center--..tests," said Atkinson.
He said that resident instructors will handle the program
during the summer.

"A new addition to orientation," said Atkinson, "is a
freshman record." Freshmen
will be sent letters explaining
that by sending four dollars
and their picture they will receive a freshman record.
" This book will have pictures of members of the freshman class, their high school
backgrounds, and their majors," said Atkinson.
HE ADDED THAT It will
also contain a map of the
campus, a calender of events,
names of USF stud~nt leaders, and pictures of the ad- .
ministration.
" It will be especially good

Study Of Occult
Group Organizes
A newly proposed study
group for students interested
in the ,occult or mystic sciences has been granted approval by Phyllis Marshall,
director of Student Organizations.
The "Association for Psychic Development" will "seek
study p r o c e s s e s more
commonly associated with the
sub-conscious mind," said
Mark Webber, founder of the
group.

mental telepathy, graphoanacartomancy, extrasensory perception.
Periodically, guest speakers
who would be professional
specialists in these fields of
knowledge would be invited to
lecture, Webber said.
-"The Association for Psychic
Development proposes to attempt the elimination of a t
least one of the deterrents to
man's happiness," he said,
"and that is anxiety."
"If we can succeed in anTHE ASSOCIATION will swering three important ques"collectively .. . seek knowl- tions: who am I, why am I
edge about our distinct differ- here and being here, what
ences of personality," he ex- should I do?" progress is
plained.
being made." Webber said.
Webber also said that there
Webber aiso said that statiswill be an exchange of ideas tics accumulated from reabout astrology and its prin- search projects would be conciples as a tool for uncovering solidated and made available
the truth about natural or for public use by other stuspiritual laws not yet proven dents who might choose to
by scientific techniques.
continue.
.
Other topics he proposed to
More information may be
consider are: palmistry, nu- obtained by contacting Mark
mer9logy, hypnosis, meta- Webber at 3207 Tambay Ave.,
physics, yoga, embryology, Tampa.
1y s i s,

Blind Students Ask
For Blind Teachers
(ACP) Although most stu- series of demands to the coldent protesters are deadly se- lege and took over a campus
rious about achieving their building used for storage.
demands, some groups are
Their d~mands included the
making their points in other observance of St. Patrick's
ways.
Day as a holiday and estabSix blind students at the lishment of a Gaelic studies
University of North Carolina program.
have demanded blind profesA GROUP of students at the
sors and braille textbooks. ·
University of Wisconsin at
ALTHOUGH THEY admit- Madison presented a list of
ted their protest was made demands from the "Homo"to take the wind out of the philes of Madison" requesting
black student movement," the establishment of a homothey also suggested blinding sexual studies department
everyone so no one "would and the institution of "gay"
know what's black and what's social events.
white."
A new counter-revolutionary
A group of students ·at organization formed at WichQueens College (N.Y.) who ita State University calls itcall themselves Irish Revolu- self SPASM - the Society for
tionaries Interested in Scho- the Prevention of Asinine Stulastic Help (IRISH)issued a dent Movements.

"Dissent has at
two sides and

for blind dates," Atkinson
said, "and for class spirit and
unity."
" Fall orientation will begin
with the President's Message
on Sunday, September 21, at 2
p.m.," said Atkinson. He
added that the orientation will
last three days and will cover
the following:
- The first day: explanations of the University Center
and its programs, Argos, Andros, athletics, Cooperative
Education, car registration,
campus publications, and religious groups on campus.
-The second day: an indepth explanation of advising
and registration.
- The third day : a discussion covering service organizations, fraternities, sororities, and Student Government.
"THESE TOPICS will be
discussed by orientation lead•
ers who have already been selected," said Atkinson.
"The Interfraternity Council, the Il,tterresidence Hall
Council, and the Student Government are planning entertainment for both the summer
and fall orientations," Atkinson said.

party must be given

equal opportun it y to
I

express

its

i d e a s.

Th~t's what I understand democracy

be .•

to

II

No relco Model 8 5 Pocket
Mem o Pocket -size
note-ta ker

se500

Hans Juergensen , pro-

Phone 876-4483

fessor of Humanities.

KOROL OFFICE
EQUIPMENT

150 S. DALE MABRY

-------- -- - -- - - -- -- - - - -

College Choice
Made Easier
Future high school graduates many find the problem of
selecting the right college
considerably easier as a result of the work of two Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) students.
The two MIT seniors programmed two-million items of
data into a computer and are
easily able to match a student's aptitude, preferences,
and wallet.
Their system, "Select," has
been sold to a leading publisher, Harcourt, Brace and
World, who will offer the service to students in the future.
"Select" takes into consideration such things as the student's academic ability, the
school's academic quality,
location and climate of the
area where the school is located, and the student's preferences concerning sports, social life, and other extracurricular activities.

No Experimental
Theatre Friday
There will be no Experimental Theatre performance
this Friday due to the upcoming Centre Stage production of
"Apple Tree." However, Friday, J une 6, there will be a
presentation at 2 p.m. in the
Centre Stage.

o,QNRR
DOAl\f•s
G
~

J . E W E L. E R . S_

IN TAMPA SHOP AT GORDON' S

• 3924 BRITTON PLAZA SHOPPING CTR,
• NORTHGATE SHOPPING CENTER
• TERRACE PLAZ.A, TEMPLE TE RRACE
OTHER STORES!N: ST. PETERSBURG. CLEARNATER.
BRADENTON. PLANT CITY AND LAKELAND

BON
ANZA
5 I R LO I N p·1T
®

"Press Day" Citation
Presented To Sanderson
At St. Pete ce·remony
Dr. Arthur M. Sanderson,
chairman and ·professor of
journalism at USF was presented a citation at a "Press
Day" ceremony at St. · Bonaventure University, Olean,
N.Y . .
Some 2,500 high school and
college staffers and advisers
met with editors and media
representatives of a four-state
region at the one-day meeting
May 8 on the St. Bonaventure
campus.
Father

Reginald

Redlon,

OFM, president of St. Bona-

venture University, presented

the citation, which "acknowledged the unswerving dedication and participation" of Sand e r s o n, "an outstanding
American who has given unselfishly of himself to journalism education."
The USF journalism professor spoke to the group on the
values of college journalism.
55,300 women and children
died on Ameria's highways
in 1968, according to an annual survey by The Travelers
Insurance Companies. In addition, 4,400,000 persons were
'injured.

NOW OPEN

5_MIN. FROM

USF !CAMPUS
STEAK DINNERS FROM ONLY $1.19!1!
INCLUDE

Tossed Salad - "Texas Toast" - Fries - Baked Potato
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK, 11AM. 9PM

AUTHENTIC WESTERN ATMOSPHERE

10,009 N. FLORIDA AVE.

'
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The Medium Massage.
Some people f.ind th~ir leisure through print (left), · while others find it through
the print (right). Either way, '
it's a printy good way to relax
around campus.

(-,

I .

-

Dear ·Mom
AfJd· Dad
Gee it is really tough
here at school. I've had
a w~ol~ lot of ~utside
ass.i gnments to do and
I don't have time to
have .any fun. I'm getting tired and run down
from staying up and
studying.
· Oh! By the· way Dad,
send me about $IO for
a subscription to a

. \

straight home afte_r t he
quarter, probably ; by
the ~end of June. Got
to go back to studying
· now. 1~11: try to write
. a9ai.n by the end of the
I don't 'mind ·making term.
Lo.ve;
all these sacrifices beBob
c~u·se it is like you alP.S. Don't forget my
ways sa,·d , II It' s a sure
investment in my fu- b irthday · next Saturture." I'll be coming day.

magazine for my sociology and biology c9urses. I miss not gobeach a ll
ing. to
,the time 'lik~ I did ' at
home.

the

\

What Time Does Busch Ga_rdens Open?
'

'

·•·

..

For Some

..

,.

. '. .

I

•

Nice Pai_r Of Sandals, eh?
The Sun Is Sufficien t

The Bishop Took The 'Queen?
I

Photos
By
Wiley
Brooks

The Ping Is -The Thing --- The Pong? Gone

A Belle, Book And Short Snooze

zzzzzz zzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzizzzzzzzzzzzzzz'.
.

.

Tampa's Riviera?

I.

·

c

i

I

1
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Sharif: Lover Turned ·Fighter
/

,

Omar Sharif As· Che

...

rorunent
.
and tha t • yo,,,
.. ve got
t o r ally the people around you
•
·
0$. IT'S . VERY , under-. so that you gain victory not
st~dable. I like wh~t s hap- -by killing all the soldiers 'of
pemn~ among youth m gener- . the opposition, but by just exal. I.like v~ mu_ch w~at the panding the idea of the revonew generation IS domg. I lution among the people
think it's a fantastic step. Che,
• .
belongs to everyone. What
Then the idea gets. wideharm can come to any . of spread among the people, and
them?
· then the reyolution·. has sue'ceeded automatically. Be·
RM •• · BUT AS A symbol, cau~ wh en the people want
·th_ough, does thi~ mean that something, they don't have to
yo'uth are becoming more go through violence, really, if
•violent? ·
· • _·
."" it's widespread enough. That
,
--L·
was his idea It's not. a violent
OS: NO, THJ!il'. ARE NOT. · .d
r
You see, the violent aspect of I ea, really. You do have, to
Che's life is not really appar- use your weapons to keep
ent. Take the Cuban ' guerilla alive, beeause the ci thers will
campaign. It's practically a be chasing you while you are
nonviolent campaign, reajly. trying to indoctrinate -the
The whole of Che Guevafa's peopl!;!. His mistake in Bolivia
philosophy about guerilla war- was that the people didn't
fare is that all fighting has care and he knew it, so he
got to be in a friendly envi- was fighting against his own
r.ules, he was not following ·his
\ rules which he had. set, ·which
COLLECTING
was that guerilla warfare can. June 9 , 1 0, 11
not possibly succeed unless ,
you have the people.
SG ..,. Pl SIG EP .
RIM: WELL, WHAT ABOUT
Selling
the fact that!. Che . was resJun e 16, 17, 18
ponsible for signing thousands
(Continued' From ·Page 1)

BOOK EXCHANGE

of death warrants for enemies we've been talking about.
of the revolutionq
OS: 1 HAVE A great deal of
OS: THAT IS THE NORM, confidence that they will sue- '
·because; you. see;• h~ was a ceed, because they are good
real revolutionary. The real idMs and you tannot take
revolutionary ~ust · believe good ideas and for long sup- ·
that in order to build the new press them without their penregime, you have to destroy etrating the society. Great
totally the old. It's the only changes are going to havpe~.
way. You can't compromise if The sons of Wall Street are
you are a real revolutionary. now appearing ' in new, ways
A real revolutionary has ~ . betore their own fathers.
1
get rid of all that was before
· . .
and. build . everything new.
RM: WON'T THE TIME
You have to destroy the bad ahead be one of increasing
structure that was before you conflict in America then?
and build a new one. For Che,
OS: BUT THIS IS A young
then, it was· something that. country, you see, and the Amhad to be done. He had no erican revolution is still takpity, because his dream, his mg place. The young of today
philosophy; was- too 1rreat to understand more about this
count ten people, or fifty than any other ' generation,
people, or a hundred people. and so even though they may
That is the subject for dis- face a counter _. revolution,
cussion, whether one likes they will eventually come out
Che or not. He sees that the on top. · The revolutionary
world exis~, tJle human race youth today are really deexists, ·for a million ·years, mantling· that the Constitution
and perhaps it is going · to be applied to the letter, that
exist for another hundred mil- th · hts 0 f
:i..
Ii d
lion. This is J·ust the infancy of
e rig ·
man •ue app e
the· human race: and even if to the letter. They only want
you destroyed the whole what they were promised.
' ·
·
.·
human race, nothing but good
RM: DO .Y~U '.flilNK that ·
could come out of it, because our countr! will let the youth
it's lousy as it is now. That.is proceed without a great deal
·
. .
•
·
his philosophy. And that's. of conflict, even v10lence.7
why it doesn't matter .how
many people hav.e to die now
OS: YES, I THINK SO. .I
duri·ng
r the constructi·on of the think tha,t what' the youth' are
new man. He Was an un• asking for will eventually presentimental person, which is vail without too much violwhat the revolutionary shc;mld · ence. There may be specific
be;
•incidents, but not too much
widespread ·violence. · · Not
RM:: DO YOU FEEL that here. There's too much educathis idea should be put down? ·
OS: I REALLY DON'T
.know if one should or . one

tion. Violence usually happens
in uneducated places. The students will win, because they
are .right. You must ibe .on
then: side, because they are
right:
.

4

•

We at Fermans pride ourselves ~ fact; Jhis i,s
.w_here the action is, easiest plate~Jc;~trade, finance ·
buy.
·
T • .._.
.

or

.,

WE STOCK AND SELLftif.J OOO's...

Immediate Derivery On ~$} t.1od..e~s~~~~ ~
Stop in today for the model of your choice.

.. . .

c·11JRADER DOC11 _L•VINGSTON,,
'

And Ask About o'ur
Special USF Plan

'tour

ers . now. ,I'm alive to new
things, to events, to what's
happening· everywhere_. Che,
in a way, has brought me to
this point. And that's a good
thing - to be committed to
ideals of justice for the people
of the world.

229-2911-

· -iley,fellows, the number is

'&2&-7717·
.
r

'·

. •.• if you want '

experienced auto parts

IN·STALLED' AND
.GU4UNTEED!
'

.

joe and Ed, formerly with ..
Adams, invite you ·10 ·visit them
at 5509 E. Broadway • •. • for fast .
service and the best prices!
~

.

.,

f...

·>

41

'ENGl~ES_,
_/' ~
RA~I.A T~RS( 1 1 ·
RE~R.ENDS AND :_\
TR4NSMISSIONS .1
INSTALLED AND

GUARANTEED!

.

and the Chamber Music chorus performance.
-Workshop will be held June 30:
Integrated coutses in mtJSic
to July 11. An intensive study appreication, visual art, theaof- orchestral performance, in• . tr~ and dance\ .and individual
~ividual and class string ' in- and group les;ons lJI voice
struct:ion, special chamber · and piano will be included in
music and music history in- the workshop.
·
struction will be included in
.
th·e ·orchestra Workshop for
MGB· SCHOOL musicians·
string players.' .
. interested in participating in,
The Chamber Music Work- the workshops must :be rec-•'
shop will provide intensive ommended by their music di•.
stu~y in·ensemble and arches- · rectors and school authorities.
tra. Particip.ants win this
The students- inay apply for
workshop will include the 26 ·admission to any of the workwind and percussion players shops ex~ept the Chamber
selected from Band Workshop Music .Workshop,, whose parl_Ilusicians.
~cipa~t~ ~re ~~lecte(l fram
. THE CHORUS Workshop, the Band Workshop. ,
which will be held July 14 to
Applications for the sum25, will provide concentrated mer workshops may be obstudy 1in all areas of superior tained from the Department
cl)oral programs, including in- · of Music at USF, 988-4131, ext.
dividual, ensemble, . and full 311. ·
.i

I

3805 E. Lake Ave.

Tampa, Flodda·

iOVEANDFLOWERS . , _~

Phone 626-6717

1

shouldn't, whether it's worth
1·t or not. It's worth it if it's
going to get someplace, but if
it's not going to get some:place, it's not worth it. If it's
possible to achieve its objectives, yes, but not if it's futile.

GO TOGETHER

'\

oust. of

Rl\1: Of co~e the rev9lutionary says that it is not futile.

OS: YES, BUT BE is impatient. He wants it all to hap. pen now. And of · course,
thousands of . people can
starve while you are waiting
for progress and reform. But
if you don't succeed, then you
have killed people and you
h·ave not done anything.
That's the whole problem for
me, whether one should or .
should not.

Giant Hamburger (6 oz.) ...so
Fried Fish Filet ................45
Ham & Swiss Cheese ........ •SO
Roast -Beef ........................65.
- Kosher Corned Beef .........75
Sliced Turkey ................. .60
Large Submarine .....
.65
Italian Sausage ..:......... ,.. .65

1. 10124 ft;ORJDA AVE.2. 10200 • 30lll STREET 3. 90t WfST KENNEDY
BOULEVARD

-volved--in.- twt> 11ictures- now
~ch l!a~ to do wi~ this
question. Dr. Zhivago is the
other one.
\
, os: YES, THERE IS an interesting point· of view there,
'because Pasternak wrote Zhivago as·a doctor, even though
it was
autobiographical
novel.

t
2

935- 3965
935. 8204

3.

254- 7461

i......

, Big St. John ...................

i

OS: YES. THEY DON'T
,really fall out. They do dis·
pute particular issues of the
Russian missile crisis. I know
. that Ch~ had enormous admiration tor Fidel, because he
had been all through the revolution with him, but he became somewhat disenchanfed .
with him. Their goals were so
different. Fidel was a Cuban
and was' .fightiµg for his own
nation. Che was from Argentina and . had a whole worldwide set of objectives. Once
the
revolution
succeded,
Fidel was satisfied to work .
for the Cuban society, but Che
must have ;grown very restless almost immediately.
And Che must · have kept
before Fidel his larger ideals.
That must have been uncom..
fortable for Fidel after · a
time. It's like having to live
with your conscience. Because
Che was incorruptiole, uncom- ,
promising, beyond political
motivation and totally sincere
in his coDUliitment to , his
ideals. ·
.
- '

And Che. (As Sharif?)

RM: THEN YOU SEE Che
as almost in a state of innocence. He's.incorruptible, hasthe global insight, and is, in
some ·sense,..a victim' of his
own idealism.

O,S: BUT HE -KNEW all the
· tinie what he was doing. and
_· \\'.hat had to be done. He ·knew
· what the price was' and even
how high the stakes wer~, and
so he wasn't so innocent. He's
the sort of man you would
rather not have against you.

RM: FROM THE American.' point of view he's not on
our side at all.
•

I

OS: BUT THE American
· point of view is changing.
Good feelin' goes with square dealin~, so call Jo! or Ed.
Free delivery of auto parts to any garage or service sta•. There is no telling; as _a result
of this -decade, what the Am. tio1_1 in Tampa.
1
erican point of view will be
for ' long. ·

OPEN SUNDAY ·• PH. 626-7717

Allen's Used Auto-Par.t:s
l~c;· · .
.

.
-D ivision of Ed Lee,
RM: A LOT MAY depend
5509 E. Br~ad_"!ay, Tampa, ·Fl°-•': t::_.·.__ 33619 on how the new generation
· · keeps working at ~ese ideas

JUNIOR AND SENIOR

KINDERGARTEN

/

·.

On tJie East Shore of Beautiful Lake Magdalene

.,

Because we specialize in individual instruction which ·
insures the development.of the whole child in every
facet of his growth, our enrollment will be limited!
Our class for 5-year-oips offers a condentrated i:eading
readi1'ess and numbers concept program and an introduction to the
, language arts·to develop the intellect.

.FOR BOYS AND·GIRLS
FOR OCTOBER 1968

;,

ALL CLASSES INCLUDE
I) An approach to phonetics ~d modem math!
2) French!
·
3: Formal dance lessons consisting ofballet, tap_and ·
· acrobatic

4) Science!
5) . Rhythm Band - Basic introduction to music through th_e ·
use of tonal octaves, singing, scales, meter and directingt··_,
6} Social Etiquette!
·
7) Crafts! ,
.
8) Painting.
. 9) Field Trips.
10) Physical Education.
1

EXPERIENCED CERTIFIED TEACHERS; , .

LAKESIDE ACADEMY

'I;{
ii

,.

.

I

OP,ENIN~S AVAILABLE ., .
IN TH_E

'

".

<

6, 7; 8 year old classes .

~

\~:.

....

•
•
•
•
•

BALLET
TAP
ACROBATIC
CHARACTER
MOD~RN ·JAZZ

FR~NCH TERMINOLOGY TAUGHT . ·
IN ALL CLASSES

GRADED SYSTEM
. CLA_
S~ES FORMING

~

.-. .

BOXES
1/z Fried Chicken ...................... 1.0_0
.
Fried Jumbo Shrimp ......, .......... f.00
Italian Spaghetti with Meat Sauce.. so, & 751
Bar B-Q Chicken..... ~ ................. J .00

TAMPA.FLORIDA

an

.s.s

Baked 1-!am .................... .SO
Roast Pork .................,... .65
Kosher Pastrami ............. .ss··
Sliced Chicken ••••••••••..••• .60
Tampa's Best Cuban Mixed.55

show a conflict between Che
and Fidel? ,
'

407 Jackson
Tampa

'

.

RM: DOES THE FILM

FERMAN CHEYROiET .

.,

~

.

.

RM: ·oo YOU THINK that :
the hippies ·are making a con. Nationally-recognized ,musitribution -in this?
artist at the USF will instruct
OS: THEY'RE Fantastic! high school students in
What ·they stand for is workshops_in band, ohrcestra,
fantastic. They· are de~d- chamber music, and chorus
ing great standar4s, freedom this summer.
for · everybody: They are
The 'programs, each two '
preaching love - that's _what weeks in length, will provide .
its' : all about. I love the full and sectional rehearsals;
hippies. ,
ensembles, private · lessons,
theory, conducting, and public
RM: DO YOU HAVE AN
performances.
opinion about the black youth
THE B A ND · workshop,
movements in our country,
which
will be held June 16 to ·
like the Black. Panthers in
27,
will
in_clude wind and perOakland, . Eldridge i Cleaver,
cussion
players. Twenty.six·
and so forth?
·
participaJlts in this workshop
OS: NO, I ·REALLY have no will be awarded scholarships
knowledge about . them. Lis~ to, continue intensive study in
ten, I want to make this much chamber music performance,
clear: before doing CHE! I and to serve as the wind and ·
was not really interested in percussion sections for the Orpolitics or-national or interna- ' ch_estra Workshop.
The Orchestra Workshop
tional probleµis at all. I h~d
to become that way - to
study alid to learn _ for Guevara. 1 am that way now. It's
just a beginning for me. I'm
starting to read the newspap-

~~=~::;:;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;~~;;:;;;;;;;;~;;:;;;;;;;;;;;;;;:;;;;;~~~;;;;;;;;;;;:;- . RM: YOV'VE BEEN IN.:-. -

Four fV!usiC Workshops
Scheduled This·Slimmer

'Vichy' Probes Nature Of Evil

.•

f:
~

fuseness which prevents it from attaining genuine tragic
stature.
I
In effect, Miller has allowed his play to take shape as
~
· Arthur Miller's "Incident at Vichy," produced by the ·
ij
a seri~ of character vignettes of the detained men, withTheatre Arts Department last Thursday, despite flaws in
- out the opportunity for in depth exploration of their back-~ . , the playwright's conception, is a compelling indictment of
ground, which would have made .the riddle of their
detainment and ultimate destruction seem relevant.
~<'. · inhumanity and an electrifying theatrical evening.
Directed tautly but sympathetically by Saul Zachary, .
.
INDEED IT IS only in the latter part of the unin~ .. .the play is ~ effect, a probe of the nature of evil and speterrupted hour and forty' minute · drama · when the audi• cifically that of genocide.
,i
ence has had an opportunity to concentrate to a degree
ron two of the characters who are thrust into some promi-WITIDN A clammy waiting room fretted with the ex~
nence, that there is some dramatic focus.
-~ crescences of ' a rotting civilization, a setting• masterfully.
He further contributes to the view (which philosopher
wrought by designer William Lorenzen, a dozen men await
Hannah Arendt has so pompously ottered as a "rational"
• interrogation at the hands of the Vichy French and their
explanation of Nazi baiibarism) of the complicity of saci,German masters in the early years of World War II.
ficial victim and sacrificer •by distributing a little bit of
one
at
life
to
door
a
with
In their Kafka-esque limbo,
·
. N ~ to all present.
; · : · end of a subterranean corridor and a door to the furnaces
'of .Auschwitz at the other, unwilling to recognize why
FOR IT IS obvious that most of ,the victims of Nazism
they· have been picked up - because they are or resem~
would not, had the situation changed, subjected others to
~ -ble Jews - they are forced _to look deeply and steadily
such perversions of the human spirit, and the atte,,npt to
equalize guilt is itself an insult to humanity.
,,~ · _into the heart of darkness.
Despite ,these essentially dramaturgie flaws, the
·. WHILE IT IS to Miller's credit t}!at he gives sus- '
pressure of the acted performance, together
relentless
.· ta.ined attention to the mystery of an evil so horrendous
high 'seriousness has soul-searing impact.
Miller's
with
that it cannot be explained away by psychological or soZACHARY illAS obviously directed his cast with care
ciological theorizing, the play suffers from a certain difBy DR. ALFRED s. GOLDING
Associate Professor Fine Arts

I.

J

f ·.

I
I

I

~

-

and their individual protraiture is a tribute to his-sensitiv.
ity.
Since the play is in a sense a cumulation of chai:acter
10- May 28, 1969, U. of SqutJt FJ~;ida
studies, the performances of the actors contribute significantly to the development of the theme.
NOTEWORTHY ARE THE creati01;1s of Willard:
-~
-.
\
McCracken as an escapist-painter fleeing ·fronr order into .-r
of ..
studies··
horrifying
convincingly
offered
science
racial
art. Graham Solomon as an electrician-:Marxist who be•
· · · · ·· · ·
the minions of the· Fourth Reich.
lieves his own propaganda, and Francis s'. Goode as an
A special word of commendation, however, must be
actor fa;bricating his own reality.
,,,.·
to Greg Musselman as an agoniz~d German lineoffered·
In cc;mtrast to the~e characterizations of- totally delud,.
duties for
G$tapo
of
performance
the
into
thrust
officer,
ed men are Jim Palmer's Viennese nobleman and Tim
-~~~
which he has no taste, hilt which he Jacks the moral
Weinfeld's French psychiatrist in conflict with themselves • strength to quit. ·
,
ff
· '·; ·
·
and with each other; yet integrally linked .as genuine
'TWO SMALL BUT incisive characterizations are al~o : ··:·~i: ,' ·
human beings.
by Ed Thompson, as a Vicky businessman- ·' .?:.. -~
presented
·
are.
characters
complicated
and
THESE PIVOTAL
collaborator; and 'by Doug Kaye as an' eli;ierly- ,religious,
unusually sensitively rendered, and it is to the, credit of
.these actors lhat the rather tangental final scene comes , Jew, who remains silent and ignored and whose .only ac-·;:°''J,~: ___ •
tion before being.dragged to his d~m is:to ''J!'allow God'.s /V~:ft
off so-well.
,. ·;-, •~,-f\'.'.·. '·
· •.: :-'
riame in the-Hebrew. ~'Kaddish."
.
the
.transcenq
to
ability
Palmer's
is
it
Particularly
In "Incident at Vichy" Miller once again has dem'bn::: ~ , •' · 1_
limits of the•writing and to endow Prince Von Berg' with
strated his insistence 4:hat "attention must be paid" .to ·t}le ' ;': j'
a sense of fundamental humanity which provides the· augreat problem of our · time. By looking, if imperfecpy,, ,.. ,
dience. with some release if not complete Aristotelian cainto the face of evil as it appeared iri the generaflon _of ' . f: i'
·
'
,
·
tharsis.
the holocaust, he has reminded us that man's relationship:
ELDON MECHAM ~s a sadistic senior police inspec~ '
• -;, . _
•, ' · :
tor, and Carl Williams as a ho+nosexual pri>fesso'r o; ·N_azi ·· · to man is essentially moral.
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T-H:E 'UNIVERSITY·-CENTER' , . . ,,.....

Special Showing at 10:00 Sat. & Sun. Hite

\

.. •Alf IE=· St~rring· ·

Apple Tree 111 Centre' Stage
ByDOUGKAYE ·
CorrespOndent
Monday, Tuesday, and

:VOLKSWAGEN ~ERVICE .
Special Bus for USF'
SERVICE CUSTOMERS
LEAVES for USF

Administration Bld9. at
1:15 A,M,

,.
· ·

'9>.

Return Trip 4:30 P.M• .

.Binls;.;jj"M;.;;;'I;~.\:ti)

WUSF-TV
CHANNEL 16

· -University of South Florida
Tampa, Florida, 988-4131, Ext. 341
PROGRAM SCHEDULE

Week !Of June 2 - 6, 1969

.

,W,tl)NESDAY - May 28
·. Ss00-5t50. Engineering Control .
Systems
.
•v
,
· •145. Accent on Learning
, JaOO News , ·
-:• f;10 Places i ■ the News

7:30 focus on Swede■
8:00 David Susskind •" ·
8:30
·9:00 "
9:30 "

Wednesday the Centre Stage
will blossom into "The Apple
Tree." This botanical feat is
the pride and joy of Nita Laca
and Susan Strandberg, who
are producing the musical
comedy hit for their Senior
Project in Theatre Arts.
mTA LACA, the director,
has been in countless shows
over the past few years "Earliest in Love," "The Odd,
Couple," "The Roar of the
Grease-paint," "Dark · of the
Moon," and "Paint Your Wagon," among others. She is an
extremely talented comedienne and singer, has spent a
summer working in summer
stock in Greejiville, N.C., and
toured with the USF production of "A FQnny Thing Happened on tlie Way to the
Forum" for the USO.
SUSAN STRANDBERG, the
designer and technical director,. :has been involved with
just about as many shows as
Nita, working on crews as
well as heading them. She l)as
also held the demanding job
of stage manager for "The
. Roar of the Greasepaint" '
"Tiny Alice," and "Six Characters in Search of An Author;' ' designed the lighting

,,.

for "Under Mille Wood'' and
was. assistant designer for
"The Physicists."
"The Apple· Tree" is in two
acts, each a separate story.
The first, "Tlie Diary of
Adam and Eve," is based on
Mark Twain's "Letters From
the Earth."
'TERRY BEAVER plays
Aaam as Adam is seldom represented. Whatever · the portrayal, Beaver would be capable of filling it. He has repeatedly proved his abilities during the past year as Sir in
"Greasepaint," . Tiresias in
"The Infernal Machine," and
Pithetaerus in "The Birds."
Karen Spadacene is a lovely
naive Eve, whp, upon being
created, remarks: "Whatever
I am, I'm certainly a beauti, fuI one!" Karen's last role
was the gentle Katarine of Aragon in "Royal Gambit." Before that, she had appeared in
"The Subject Was Roses,"
"Greasepaint," "H.M.S. Pinafore," and numerous Speech
pr_~ uctions.
FRANK DONOVAN seems
to· get cast in repeating roles.
He had the same lines ("Can't
you see me? C::an't you heill'

- -

PRESENTS" .

FRI. - -SAT. - & SUN. at 7:30 P~M. ·
MICHAEL CAINE - SHELLEY WINTERS

WHAT ALOVELY-. LIFE!·
I

.

me?") as ·both the Captain in . has given hilarious leading
"Androcles and the Lion" and portrayals in "Luv," "Twelfth
the Ghost of Laius in "Infer- Night," "A. Filnny Thing Hapnal Machine," and now he re- pene'd on the Way to the
peats his role of Snake from Forum," "Six Characters in
"School for Scandal," except Search of an Author," etc.,
that this Snake is a more real and was half of an unfortu- ·
Snake - one with a solo: nately short-lived · comedy
"Forbidden Fruit." Donovan team, Thick and Thin. In
· was also featured · in "The "The Apple Tree" he ·plays
the idol of millions, Flip "The
Odd Couple."
The second act is a musical Prince" Charming.
ALSO in the cast are Bob
staging of Jules Feiffer's
lengthy cartoon story, "Passi- Pasternack, Aleida Chumley,
onella." Ella, the chimney Jane 'Banks, Jack Geist, Mimi
sweep whq, "Plink! Plank! Golfrilan, Judee Jenks, Pat
Plunk !"s into Passionella, Lakin, Karl Lamp, Rick MonMiss SuperSex of 1969, is por- crief, Gregg Mowris, Debbie
trayed by Barbara Molloy, a Nelson, and Ron Zarr. The
comic favorite on the USF voice of Arch Deal will also
stage. Barbara has been fea- be featured . .
John .Ryan is ·musical advitured in " School for Scandal,"
"Beidermann and the Fire- sor with a group of musicians
bugs," "Paint Yciur Wagon," including Carl Cuseo, Sam
and, "Earnest In Love," Hammond, Joe Lieb, John
among others, and was a May, Bob Rogers and Jim
source of delight in each Shroka. Photography is by
· show.
·
Lorran Meares.
" The Apple Tree" will play
With her is Brion Black, one
of the funniest comedians June 2, 3, 4 at 8:30 p.ni. in
Theatre USF has ever 'fea- the Centre Stages Though ticktured. Black, who usually ets are req~ for admitdemonstrates his n a t u r a l tance, the performance is
comic style as an actor, suc- free. Tickets are available in
cessfully directed last quar- the office in the Theatre Center's "The Odd Couple." He tre. TAR 230:'
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t;45 Accent on Learning
··
7.:00 News
7110 Places-in the News..
focus,on.Sweden

: • 1!30
1

Eventful ·Music Week

,; 8:00-Semi1111r For P~11icians"'
8:30 Yo!Jr RjghtT!>. $ay It
9:00 lnsight:'(Dis~pssion)
9:30 World .Jn focus

· '{ fl_lDAY-- May30

, ·· J;00,.5:50 Engineering Control · 7:30 Focus on Sweden
· 8:00 TBA Systems
· ! , '! . · ,
A concert of 20th century
8:30 Big Picture
i · 6;45 Accent on Learning
9:~0 Children of the Dust (Bolivia) · chamber music will be held
• ri00 News
today at 2 p.m. in the Fin_e
9:30 Quest .
, fiOS Friday Report
Arts Auditorium,
· M~NDAY .- June 2
THE CONCERT will feature
7:30 Focus on Sweden
. iaff.5150 :Engineering ,
Confrol.Systems
· · ·
8:00 David Susskind
six compositions J>y the Amer· 6:45 · Accent on Learning ·
"
8:30 11
ican composer Charles Ives.
II
·9:00 . II
: 7:00 News
They are "Serenity,"
11
11
. 7105 Sports Roundtable
·
9:30
"Largo," "Down East," "Re; 11:JESDAY- June 3
ligion," "The Cage," and
8:00 Insight Drama
6:45 Accent on Learning
"The Unanswered Question."
8:30 Facts of life
7100 News
Twenty-five students will
· 9:00 US Navy
7.:10 ·Potpourri
in the concert. Soparticipate
9:30 Seminar Far Physicians
7:30 focus on Sweden

: WEDNESDAY .:.. May 28
·
:.. · _2 :45.Accent.on Service
.
" • 2155 News
· · 3:00 Music of Greaf Composers
· •'4:00'. Magaziile-Talk : · · • ' ·
~ J-4~5-Accent,on Contemporary
.·
.
~ , 4:55News , ; .
5:00 Accent on Melody
5;45 Pulsebeat News
6i00 ~ccent on Service

6:30 Jazz Night
6:55 News
7:00 Jou Night
7:30 The Real Jazz
8:30 Jazz Night ·
8:55 News
9:30 Jan Night
9:55 News

THURSDAY - May 29
6·:55 News
7:00 Georgetown forum
7:30 Readers' Almanac
7:55 News
8:00 Present in Perspective
8:30 Behind the Classroom Door
8:55 News
9:00 Quest
9:30 Ask the Prof

2145 Accent on Service
·
2:55 News
3:00 Music of Great Composers
Reports
4i00
' · 4:05 Accent on Contemporary
,, .. 4:55 News
",5:00 Accent an Melody
5145 Pulstbeat News
6:00 Accent on Service
6i30 Sports Roundtable

"-'SA

6:00 Catharsis
6:30 Famous Canadian Trials
7:00 World of the Rockhound
7:30 Virginia Was a Dog
8:00 Great Balls of Fire
· 8:30 As_pects of Canada
8:45 From A to Z
9:00 Radio Theatre

·.. 2:45 Accent on Service
: .. 2155 News
· ·3;00_John Dildine and Folk Music
.·-,1:.to Maiazine Talk
4:05 Accent on Contemporary
· : ·

5:00 Accent on Melody

. 5145 Pulsebeat News

MONDAY - Ju_ne 2
2:45 Accent on Service
2:55. News ·
3:00 Music of Great Composer~
4:00 Ma9a1ine Talk
4:05 'Accent on Contemporary
4:55 News
5:00 Accent 011 Melody

4:55 News
5:00 Accent on Melody
5:45 ·Pulsebeat News
6:00 Accent on Service
6:30 Paris Star Time

Pulsebeat News
Accent on Service
Music From Finland
A Conversation With •• ·•
Music From Rochester
20th Century Piano Music

7:00 Broadway tci. Hollywaoil
7:55 News

8:00 Dancing Decade
8:30 Bandland
8:55
9:00
9:30
9:55

New.s

Radio Memories
Candlelight .
News

I WUSF-Radio & TV .
. _______________________
._

__

1:

♦.

SHOWING
Wah Disney

♦
♦

♦ Swiss Family Robinson ♦
♦

James
Jahn
Mills • MacArthur ♦

-AlSo-

"Wh;..'s Sa Bad About ♦
♦
Feer.ng Goad"

•

♦
♦

·

•.

GEORGE PEPPARD

SUN.-MON.-TUES.
All COLOR PROGRAM

~ .

.

♦♦
♦

♦ "BOSTON _STRANGLER" ♦

5:45
6:00
6:30
7:00
8:00
9:30

TUESDAY - June 3 ,
2:45 Accent on Service
· . . 215$ .News
3:00 Music of Great Composers
4:00 State ·Department Repor-ts

, · FIRST OUTDOOR

·

•

•~ . 'FfllDAY - May 30

4i55· News

♦•~~?;i

TONY CURTIS

♦ -::--AISO- ♦
♦
♦

♦

"LADY IN CEMENT"
FRANK SINATRA

♦,•

.,"·.." ,,.1 1o.,1, •
di

♦
♦

♦.·
♦

'WED.-THURS.-FRI. ·I .
•
. . All COLOR PROGRAM[!} "
1/t .
"ROSEMARY'S BABY"
♦
•
MIA FARROW
..
:
► _..;,_AISO-,
"THE ODD COUPLE"
•
•
. WALTER
JACK
•

~-

loists will include Linda How- citals this week. They are Pergolesi, Caldara, Debussy,
ell; soprano; Valrie Marks, Valrie Marks, Melvin Higa, F a u r e, Prodigue; Quilter,
piano; David Suda, violin; Roxanne Berger, Rosemary Dougherty and_ Hors~an.
Charles Hamm, clarinet; and · Russell, Lorry· Walker, and
MISS RUSSELL will be asSamuel Trimble, trumpet. . Jon Wheaton. All the recitals sisted by Elizabeth HamThe concert will be conducted will be held in the Fine Arts mond, flute, and will perform
by ·Robert Drick, T,om Waid, Au4itorium.
works. by Handel, Purcell,
Miss Marks, a pianist, will Hahn, Detiussy, CampbellKen Singleton, and Robert
play Thursday at 8:30 p.m. Tipton, Hedy-Hutchinson and
Gower.
* * •
She will be assist~d by David Donizetti. ·
LINDA ERICKSON will Suda, violin, and Jacques
Lorry Walker and Jon
present a Lecture Recital on Abram, piano. Her program Wheaton will . perform Tuesthe Soviet composer Dimitri will include "Sonata, K. 311" day at 8:30 p.m. Mrs. Walker,
Kabalevsky Sunday at 3 p.m. by Mozart, "Sonata No. 3 for a soprano, will be accompain the Fine Arts Auditorium. Violin and Piano" by Bra- nied by Robert Everling,
Miss Erickson, a pianis_t, hams, and "Concerto No. 3" piano. She will sing .selections
by Monteverdi, P u r c e 11,
will be assisted, by Bonnie by Prokofiev.
Apple, piano, and will discu;;s
IDGA, A TENOR, will per- Gluck, Mozart, Schumann,
the composer's life, pis com- · form Friday at 8 :30 p.m. He Wolf, Barber Bernstein, Edpositional techniques, and his will be accompanied by Jan- wards and Leoni:
Wheaton; · a bass, will perstyles of writing.
een Larsen, piano, and asworks · by Dubois, Beeform
.
sisted by Marianne Franus,
BER PROGRAM will emBowles, D e l i b e s,
thoven,
will sing selections
phasize the educational pur- violin. He
Arne, Schubert, Sacco, Quilter and Peri. · He
Vivaldi,
by
pose of much of Kabalevsky's
Strauss, Delibes, Debussy, will be accompanied by Robmusic. She will play . selecRachmaninoff, Cileo., ert Bruce, piano.
Poulenc,
.
tions-from the educational "24
and Vaughan Williams.
Little Pieces," "30 Children's
Roxanne Berger and RosePieces," and "24 Preludes."
Miss- Erickson will also per- mary Russell, both sopranos,
form the Allergo from the will present their recitals
"Piano Concerto No. 3," and Monday at 2 p.m. Both vocalists will be accompanied by
the entire "Sonata No. 3."
Norma Springer, piano. Miss
Berger will sing selections by
THE USF CONCERT Band
Ensemble will present a concert of contemporary music
Tuesday at 8 :30 p.m. in the
Theatre.
The 60-p i e c e ensemble,
under the direction of Dr. Gale
Sperry, will play seven selec- .
tions, six of which were written directly for the band medium.

Modern Art
Photo Exhibit

"TODAY'S concert brand
repertoire is drawn almost entirely f r o m contemporary
compositions," said Dr. Sperry 'in reference to the -ensemble's preference for mndern
music. In years past, the band
literature consisted mainly of ·
orchestral transcriptions.
The concert is admissionfree, but reserved seat tickets
should be obtained from the ·
Box Office.
* • •
SIX USF music students
will present their Senior Re-

Now In TAT

"Photography, Current Report 2," opened Friday in the
Theatre Gallery .three . days
ahead of schedule.
. The exhibition circulated by
the Museum of Modern Art,
New Qork, is a group of forty
photographs, "chosen to give
a sense of the range of preoccupations of contemporary
photographers."
The . exhibition will run until
I
June 16.

I
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